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:M('mbcr.o;), J. P. Herlilty, A.A.S.A. (Secretary).
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TO THE FOU,R CORNERS
Few of us paus-e to eonsider how many markets of the world buy Australian Dried Fruits.
We know that our main markets are the United Kingdom, Canada and New Zealand, and sometimes we
know th~t sales are made to countries on the European Continent. But it is something of a surprise to know
that our fruit during this Season of 1958, will be shipped to ports in every continent.
It is a matter of p'ride to know.that the quality and gene1·al standard of our fruit is such that the countries
which are listed seek our fruit and that this season cases branded with the familiar A.D.F.A. device will find their
way into the great cities and into the many towns and villages.
Europe.

U:riited Kingdom:

Eire:
Scandinavia:
Belgium:
Germany:
Holland:

Avonmouth (including Birmingham), Belfast, Glasgow, Hull,
Liverpool, London, Newcastle.
Dublin.
Copenhagen, Gothenburg, Malmo,
Oslo, Stockholm.
Antwerp (and through this port
into Switzerland).
Bremen and Hamburg.
Rotterdam.
America.

Asia.

Col-ombo.
Bombay, Calcutta, Madras.
Bahrein, Mina-al-Ahmadi.

Kobe, Nagoya, Yokahama.
Mormllgoa Bay.
Rangoon,
Karachi.
Djakarta, Pakanbaru, Sourabaya.
Penang, Port Swettenham, Singapore.
Africia.

East:

, -.

Halifax, Montreal (and thence to
Toronto, Ottawa and St. John's,
Newfoundland), Quebec, St. John
(New Brunswick), Vancouver (including the Prairie Provinces).
British West Indies: Bridgetown (Barbados), Georgetown (British Guiana), Kingston
(Jamaica), Port of Spain (Trinidad), St. George's (Grenada).

Canada:

Ceylon:
India:
Persian Gulf:

Hong K-ong:
Japan:
Portuguese India:
Burma:
Pakistan:
Indonesia:
Malaya:

Mauritius:
Eritrea:

Dar-es-Salaam, Kampala, Lourenco
Marques, Limba, Mombasa, Nairobi, Ndola, Salisbury, Zanzibar.
Po'rt Louis.
Massawa.
Australasia.

New Zealand:

Pacific Islands:
New Guinea:

Auckland, Bluff, Dunedin, Gisborne,
Greymouth,
Lyttelton,
Napier, Nelson, New Plymouth,
Oamaru, Tauranga, Timaru, Wanganui, VVe1lington, Westport.
Apia, Lautoka, Levuka, Noumea,
Nukualofa, Suva, Vavau.
Biak, Hollandia, Lae, Madang,
Monokwari, Merauke, Port Moresby.

Thus, we can with justifiable pride literally say t 1,1at our fruit is sold and eaten in the four corners of the
world.
But we can also pride ourselVes on the fact, arid a strictly commercial one too, that these countries prefer
our fruit in the face of competition from other producing nations.
The establishment of the Dried Fruits Industry in Australia was the result of far-sig·htedness, ability and
perseverance, and the dev;elopment of our many markets has been achieved through the very same attributes.

CONTROL BOARD APPOINTMENT
The appointment of Mr. A. H. Matthews as Manager of the London Agency
is announced by the Commonwealth Dried Fruits Control Board. Pr·eviously Manager
(Victoria and Tasmania) f-or Massey-Ferguson Pty. Ltd., Mr. Matthews is qualified and
experienced in Commerce, Advertising and Sales Management. He has had previous
experienc·e of trade in the United Kingd~Hn where he was, for son1.e time, a Sales
Promotion Executive with Lever Brothers and Unilever Ltd.
Mr. Matthews served in the Western Desert and North Western Europe during
the War. Leaving for London at the -end of June a visit to all Dried Fruit growing
districts commenced at the end of May.
Mr. A. H. Matthews.
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We extend to Mr. Matthews our very best wishes for success in his new appointment.
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Sub-standard Fruit.

The Board met in Melbourne in February and April
and a long Agenda, containing many important items,
was considered. Mr. J. R. Gordon, throug·h his absence
overseas, could not attend the April meeting. The more
important matters dealt with are r·eported elsewhere in
this issue, but the following summary concisely reports
the p·roceedings.
Research.
The work being carried out by the Processing (Packing) Committee and the Production Problems Committee,
as reported in their Minutes, was reviewed, The advantages of rack dehydration and the need for its deveh)prri,ent
was recognised. The formation of a new committee to
investigate the drying and sulphuring of Tree Fruits in
S-outh Australia was approved.

The quantity available for distillation is to be ascertained, and a request is to be sent to the Ministe·r for
Customs seeking his permission to sell it to distilleries.

Publicity.
The various activities were examined in detail.

Revision Committee.
The Committee appointed to examine representation
on Federal Council and the B-oaTd of Management will
meet in Melbourne on 9th June. A l'!e-count of preference
votes for candidates at Federal Council having been. demanded the votes were re-examined and M-essrs. Firth and
Messengel' were confirmed as being appointed.

Pack Estimates.
Final tonnag1es for 1957 and estimates for 1958 were
examined, and 1958 preliminary allocations were made.
The 1958 Vine Fruits pack was estimated to reach 86,346
tons.

Roll of Growers.
A num•ber of •enquiries from Branches as to what the
qualifications were to permit inclusion sh-owed that it
would be most difficult to lay down a set rule which might
not deprive a person from l'ightful listing. Also there
seemed little possibility that the roll (which, in accordance with Federal Couneil's wishes, would be amended
only once eveTy twelve months) would be accepted by
the Commonwealth Electoral Office for a referendum oll
a Stabilization Plan.
The Board agreed that Branches should still check the
lists issued by Head Office, but they should be primarily
used as a mailing list for the "News."

Pests.
The establishment of a commercial insectary was
passed to the Production Problems Committee for preliminary enquiries. The State Dried Fruits Boards were
asked to take uniform action to have anY bun-casting·
plants found in producing areas declared as noxious
weed.

Infestation.
The progr-ess achieved in applying preventive methods
was noted with pleasure.

Stabilization Plan.
This matter was fully discussed and it was decided to
continue with the request to the Minister for Primary
Industry to a'pprove a Plan covering all Dried Vine
varieHes guaranteeing full costs of production.

Commonwealth Market.
1958 p"rices were increased for all varieties. Opening
State quotes were recommended at 10 per cent. for Currants and Raisins and 5 per oent. for Sultanas at the
February meeting. In April it was recommended they be
increased to Cur'rants 20 per cent., Sultanas 10 per
cent. and Raisins 30 per cent.
"
Amended T·erms and· Conditions of Sale have· been
issued to the trade for Season 1958. Diseount rates have
been reduced, and the quantities of parcel~buys have
been· altered so that the field of buyers can he widened.

Taxation.
Requests have been forwarded to the Federal Tr,easurer
asking that Raisin Bread and Plum Puddings be exempted
from sales tax, and that the excise tax on petrol used in
tractors he refunded to growers.
Tractors.
A move is to be made seeking a standard efficiency
rating so that growers, when buying, can compare the
efficiency of one model with another·.

Expanded Plantings.
The Board re-affirmed its policy on futuTe plantings
by rec01·ding that it would strongly oppose any Government scheme for large expansion, but could not object
to individual private plantings:- which, in some cases, were
economically necessary.
In Melbourne on

Next Meeting.
June.

10th~12th

!"-"--'------------·---------------------Red Cliffs Co-operative Packing Co. ltd.
BOX 139

Rim CLIFFS

FITZROY AVENUE

Includes in its Activities and Services . .

• Dried Fruit and Citrus Packing
• Block Services and Harvest Requirements
• Garage - Lubritorium - Hardware
0
Engineering Services
• _Real Estate, Business Agents

• Insurance -

Fire, Life, etc.

• Financing Production Costs
Owned and Controlled by Red Cliffs Gl-owers.

GROWERS FINANCED AGAINST COMING HARVEST

'-------------~------------------·~------·----------~
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At an Adelaide meeting on 11th February the following matters were considered:
Season 1958 pa~k, prices and alloeation~
Distribution of Commonwealth sales for 1957.
Final adjustment basis for Season 1958.
Dipping of Prunes before drying.

The undermentioned items were ·COnsidered at a meeting in Adelaide on 12th F.ebruary:
Pack estimates and allocations.
An increase in prices for Ap1·icots 1958.
Moist packaging of Peaches.
FrUit fly control.

S.A. PRUNEGROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

RIVER COUNCIL,S.A.

The 24th annual meeting on 17/1/1958 discussed,
amongst other items, the keeping qualities of cellophaned
packed Prunes and the need not to over-stock against
sales. The following were elected to the Executive Committee:
·Clare D'istrict: MessrS. J. S. Read and W. H. Penna.
AD;gaston District: Messrs. C. Thorn, D. Trescowthick
and D. Farmer.
Southern District: Messrs. E. Dennis and R. F. Trott.
Publicity l·evy for 1958 was set at 10/- per ton.
Messrs. Trott and Farmer were appointed as delegates
to the 1958 State Conference and Non-Inigated Council
A.D.F.A.
An executive meeting followed when 1958 crop prospects and prices were discussed and matters relating to
packing.
Mr. R. F. Trott presided at both meeting·s.

Mr. R. M. Simes, M.B.E., presided over a meeting at
Berri on 28th January. The main items discussed were
the visit -of Mr. E. Gorman, Q.G., Chairman of the Export
Control Board and the form of enquiry into drying of
Peaches by the newly appointed Investigation Committee.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
At a meeting of the Committee held on the 19th
February, 1958, Mr. A. G. Watt was elected to be Chairman and Mr. C. A. Sharman, Vi-ce-Chairman of this
Gommittee.

MYPOLONGA.
The Branch intends to disband as Dried Fruits are
not now packed in the district. This is greatly regretted.

fiinance,
Association's Cash Position.

Sale of Equipment.

In addition to confirming lists of cheques drawn since
the last meeting, as submitted to mrembers, the Board,
at their April meeting, examined tbe cash availability of
the Main and Publicity Funds as at 31st March-, 1958,
allowing for the following adjustments:-

The 11 Jetom" wind machine used at Berri (S.A.) for
frost prevention experiments has been sold for £120
(pu~l-d~"W1J.· value) .. The Association's proportion of the
reahsatwn was £67/7/1,

Main
Fund

Publ'icity
Fund

£12,585
836

£23,479

13,421

23,483

Receipts

Head Office levies ..
Interest received

4

Interstate Charges Fund.
At 28/2/1958 operations had incurred a debit of
£9735/13/5. Cash avail!tbility at 31/3/1958 was
£8418/10/11.
It has been necessary for the Board to increase growers'
retention rates for Season 1958 by 2/6d. per ton.

Expenditure

Expenses of Board and Head
Office Management and incidentals . . . . . .
Publicity promotion .
Qplerafing ·surplus . . . ,
Other ite,ms

12,667
11,852
+

754

+11,631

+

301

25

+

332
229
15

3,000
42

Cuh on hand at 1/9/1957

+ 1,143
+ 3,332

+ 8,564
808
+

Caoh on hand at 31/3/1958

£+ 4,475

£+ 9,372

Gontras . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advan-ce-s repaid and/ or advanced . . . . . . . . .
Capital expenditure . . . .
Deferred discount resm·ve
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'fhere are
A.D.F.A.

6133

growers listed with

The

Victoria has 2221 growers; South Australia,
2433; New South Wales, 868; and Western Australia, 611.
Approximately five-eighths of our annual production comes from Victoria. South Australia
ranks next for quantity followed respectively by
New South Wales and Western Australia.
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STUDIES OF THE SULTANA VINE
The Morph<:>logy of the Cane and its Fruitfulness
Papers from Commonwealth Research Station, M·erbein.
0 The appear-ance of the cane is the only fac-tor worth
taking into account when selecting canes,
G No simple visual method was foUnd which could replace
microscopical examination of buds in estimating fruitfulness to forecast potential crop.
e The decision on how many canes to leave at pruning
should rest on the -forecast.

These are the outstanding conclusions to be drawn f1·om a paper with the above title wMch appeared , in
the May1 1958 issue of "Austra-lian Journal of Agricultural Reseal'Ch," by A. J. Antcliff, W. J. Webster and P. May.
By "appearance of the cane" the authors means that
a satisfactol'y cane to be wrapped on the wire at pruning
time should ha-v;e a well-ripened appearance, a good
diameter being maintained out to the pruning cut, its
internodes should not 'he too long, and it should have
woody laterals. These characters are rather hard to
define on paper but wnr be r'eadily recognised by any
experienced Sultana .pruner. The canes examined in this
study were rated by three experi-enced pruners, on a
scale l'anging from 1 (lowest) to 10 (highest) usingthese characters.
Although woody laterals are desil·able to indicate that
the cane is a satisfactory one, not many canes have woody
laterals. A cane can be satisfactory although it has none.
Most of the studies were made on two sites, one in
Mildura district and one in Red Cliffs distl'ict, over the
three s-easons 1952-53 to 1954-55. On_ each site, 54 vines
were pruned to six 14-bud canes in each season. At each
harvest a record was made of all shoots produced and all
bunches were weighed separately. These studies were
supplemented in some .cases by microscopical examination
of canes from other sources.

What Type of Cane?
It is now well known that not all buds 0)1 the Sultana
vine are fruitful. Ev.en on the canes of the one vine,
there is a variation in the proportion of the buds on the
cane which will bear fruit. Is thel'e any way of picking'
the most fruitful cane?
There have heen a number of ideas about this, ManY
people believed that watershoots are n-o good. Others said
that can0s which had a bunch on them (as green shoots)
wonld be mor.e fruitful than banen shoots~while others
maintained the l'everse waS! true. It had even 'been suggested that watershoots and barren shoots should be
removed in spring to encourage a better development of
the remaining shoots.
According to Antcliff, Webster and May, the grower
has no need to worry about anY of these stories. So
long as the cane looks like a good cane, it will be satisfactory.

W atershoots.
The first encmirv at Mmbein illt-o the value of watershoots was made in the 1930's by Mr. J. E. Thomas and
Dr. C. Barnar-d. They examined buds in winter time from
both watershoots and canes arising from· the previous
season's wood. They measured the size of the bunch primordium in these buds~the tiny organ which, after budburst, grows into the bunch of fl'uit. Watershoots carried
buds which had the same avel'age primordia size as on
canes arising from last season's wood; Dl'. A. J. Winkler
of University of California. found that watershoots made
sati!"!.factory canes to be left on Sultanas at pruning in
C'alif-ornia.
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Antcliff, Webster and May classified canes into three
types, as follows:
1. Normal canes which had not borne a bunch as green
shoots and which arose from the previous year's wood.
2. Normal canes which had ·borne one or more bunches
as green shoots and which arose from the previous y.ear's
wood.
3. Wate'rshoots (canes arising· from older wood).
Watershoots, as is to -be expected, comprised a fairly
small proportion of all canes, ranging from 6 to 20 per
cent. in different seasons. Microscopical .examination of
the buds from a sample of each of the three types of
cane indicated that there were no real diffe:r.ences in
fruitfulness between them. Yields of fl'uit at harvest time
were also measur.ed from individual canes. Normal canes
from last year's wood, whether from spurs or canes,
tended to be most productive and watershoots least productive, but it was a tendency only and differences w.ere
small and not statistically significant as a rule.
ATound half of all the pruning canes examined were
nol'mal canes which had ·not borne a bunch as gTeen
shoots and which arose from the previous s-eason's wood.
This is -understandable when we remember that most
pruning canes are taken from a spot as close as possible
to the crown of the vine, in other words from the basal
buds, which ar.e usually unfruitful. Canes arising from
this position are likely to be the most fruitful but only
because they are likely to be the best developed. It was
found that any other canes showing equally good development were as fruitful.

Rating of Canes.
It has been mentioned that the qualities of a good cane

were rated in a scale ranging from one to ten. The characters on which the rating-s were based ar.e easily ·and
quickly recognised and can readily be used in commercial pruning._ Ganes rated 8 w-ould he regarde{{ by
most growers as good canes. The important point is that
such canes yi,eld well on the average- irrespective. Although there was considerable variation within the cane
ratings so that a cane- of poor appearance could on occasion produce more fruit than .a cane of good appearance,
it would appear to be well worth while to select canes on
the basis of the characte-rs used in rating. It should
however be remembered that yield can be varied over
quite a wide range by varying the number of canes
allowed at pruning. Also the scope for selection by
appearance may not always, ·be very great, for example,
in a year of low fruitfulness when every available cane
is retained.

How Long a Cane?
Length of canes was measured in termS of nu-ffibers
of mature buds (not in terms of feet and inches). All
mature dormant buds from a sample of canes were
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examined under the microscope. The1·e was a tendency
for the longer canes to be more fruitful over the first
14 buds, at this winter examination. The canes finally
u·sed were pruned to 14 buds (after noting the length of
each) and weight of fresh fruit at harvest measured on
each cane. On the Mildura site where the ·canes were
not topped, canes which originally had 21 buds (and were
pruned back to 14 buds) yielded 30 per -cent .. more fruit
than canes which originally had only 14 mature buds.
•Results from the Red Cliffs site were inconclusive because the vines were topped.

Why Use a Microscope?
Each autumn Mr. May examines 200 canes sampled
from Sunraysia to forecast yield and estimate how many
canes lo leave at pruning. It has been asked: Why bother
with a microscopical examination? Why not estimate
the fruitfulness of the buds by simply looking at them?
The estimate, so the suggestion goes is simple; if the
bud has n·o lateral, then the bud will be barren; where
thm·e was a lateral which fell off in autumn the bud wiil
usually be fruitful; if there is a woody lateral it will
most certainly be fruitful.
To test these ideas, Antcliff, Webster and May divided
node·s into four possible classes:1. Nodes p1·oducing neither leaf nor lateral.
2. Nodes· producing a leaf but no lateral.
3. Nodes producing a lateral which falls in autumn.
4. Nodes· producing a ·woody lateral.
The first of these types, producing neither leaf nor
lateral oCcurs almost entirely near the base of the cane
where fruitfulness and budburst a1·e always low. They
occur so seldom and produce so little fruit that they are
not a practical consideration.
Most of the nodes produce a lateral which does not
mature and which falls in the autumn, particularly from
Bud 5 outwards towards the end of the canes. Nodes
which produce a leaf but no lateral are fairly numerous,
occurring mainly at the first half dozen bud positions.
Woody laterals form a small but nevertheless important
prOportion oi all nodes, and are more frequent from midcane towa·rds the end. The proportions of these thr-ee

types of nodes from Bud 6 to Bud 12 are fairly constant.
Most of the crop is borne on these buds, and fruitfulness
of buds and yield of fruit from each bud position is
much the same from Bud 6 to Bud 12. It was found
convenient, therefore, to add together the figures for
fruitfulness and for yield for each node type over these
buds in order to compare the node types.
Sample of canes were taken in winter and buds examined under the m~croscope for fruitfulness. Buds with
woody laterals were in general more fruitful than buds
with late'rals that failed to mature, ·and thes.e in turn
were better than buds with no laterals.
The use -of the lateral as an indicator of fruitfulness
was examined first at Merbein by Thomas and Barnard
in the 1930's and their conclusions were in line with those
of Antcliff 1 Webster and May. They found that bunch
primordia had developed best at nodes carrying a strong
lateral while those from buds at nodes without a lateral
were poorest in development.
In their trials, Anteliff, Webster and May found the
ver cent. of buds bm'st and per cent. fruitfulness (}f buds
in springtime, and the yield of fruit at harvest time, w.el'e
much better on the nodes with woody lateials. Buds with
no laterals were again the poorest. The differences between the three types of nodes were even more pronounced in spring and at harvest than they were at the
winter bud examination. This was in part due to the
shooting behaviour .of the nodes. Nodes with woody
laterals produc-ed two shoots per node more frequently
than nodes· of other types. In addition, of all nodes producing two shoots, nodes with woody laterals were the
most likely to have both shoots fruitful.
Although shoots from nodes with woody laterals were
the most fruitful each season, the per cent. of fruitful
shoots from these nodes rose and fell from year to year.
In fact, the per cent. of fruitful shoots rose and fell
in the same way from year to year on all thr.ee types of
nodes. It is therefore not possible to be certain that a
bud will ·be fruitful, just be-cause it is located at a node
with a woody lateral and there is, unfortunately, no hope
of replacing the laborious and time-consuming mdcroscopical examination by a simple method based on variations in the proportion of node types.

BORON CONTENT OF SULTANA VINES
in the Mildura District
8 Vine~ in Mildura district often exhibit symptoms of
boron toxicity which in sop1e .cases must reduce yields.

• Tile 1drclins are the only known way of reducing boron
toxicity.

e Drainage .waters are o•ften high

in boron and should

be used with. caution.
These conclusions are the main ones which can be
drawn from the paper "Boron content of Sultana vines
in the Mildura area" by M. R. Sauer, of Commonwealth
Research Station, Merbein. The paper appeared in the
January issue of "Australian Journal of Agricultural
Research."
·
Other inter.esting facts arising from these studies are
that concentration of boron in the vine is greater when
they are grown on the heavier soils, and lowest on the
sands.
Strangely enough, applications of sulphate of
ammonia and superpho5phate tend to increase the level
of boron in Sultana leaves.
The occurrence of boron toxicity was reported in citrus
trees in the Mildurs district in 1949 by F. Penman (now
Senior Officer-in-Charge, Inigation Research Stations)
and D. M. McAlpin, of Victorian Department of Agriculture. They established that boron naturally present
in .the soils .of the ar-ea was respOnsible, and that the
irrigation waters have a relatively low boron content.
F. M.. Eaton, of Riverside, California, in the . early
1930's grew more t~a1t 50 species -of plants iti s~nd cui-
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tures to which he added various conc·entrations of boron
in the nutrient solutions. He studied the effects of deficiency of boron as well as of toxicity, He elassed the grape
as a boron-sensitive plant--he grew Malaga (not the
Waltham Cross which is called Malaga in South Australia) and the Sultana. These varieties grew best in a
culture solution containing 1 p.p.m. of boron but under
these conditions the leaves accumulated 250 p.p.m. during
the season without -developing toxicity symptoms. In a
nutrient solution containing only a trace of bor-on, the
grapes had 50 per cent. less g;rowth and 40-80 p.p:m.
boron in the leaves. In a 5 p.p.m. culture solution, total
growth was 80 per cent. less than in the 1 p.p.m. culture
and boron concentrations rose to 900-1800 p.p.m.
Drainage waters in Mildura district commonly contain
5-10 p.p.m. of boron. The concentration of ·boron which
is acceptable for use as an iiTigation water is less than
1 p.p.m., so that in general drainage waters need considerable dilution with irrigation water to make them safe
in this respect. Irrigation waters usually contain 1/10th
p.p.m. or less boron. These figures confirm the results
obtained from leaf analysis, that tile drains ·substantially
reduce the boron content of the soil.
Sauer made boron determinations ori _l-eaves. collect"e,d
from the base of the growing canes, Using about a dozen
leaves for each sample. In his first study, he' took samples
at monthly interval& from plots on a manurial trial at the
Research Station. An ave·rage boron (!On tent of 120 .parts
per million of the dry matter in the leaves waS ·obtained
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in November. This average figure rose to 150 p.p.m. in
December, 190 in January, 310 in February, and 340 in
March. In this block of vines the drains were six rows
apart. Leaves from rows midway between the drains were
usually considerably higher in boron than leaves from
vines alongside the drains.
Typical symptoms of boron excess are shown in the

Sultana leaf samples were collected during late autumn
from 11 soil types in the Merbein, Mildura and Red Cliffs
districts. There was a steady rise in the boron content
from around 100 p.p.m. in leaves collected from Murray
sand up to more than 200 p.p.m. in leaves collected from
the loam soils (Benetook, Sandilong, Mildura and lrymple
loams).

-Block courteously supplied by C.S.I.R.O.

photograph. From analysis of samples which were taken
in March, it appears that the threshold value for appearance of these toxicity symptoms lies between .250 and
300 p.p.m. Leaves with no symptoms contained 230 p.p.m.
boron while those with just a few dead spots at the- tips
only of the leaf serrations averaged 300 p.p.m. Most
seriously affected leaves from these plots contained 440
p.p.m, boron and these showed the typical symptoms between the veins as well as around the edges of the leaves.
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Leaves taken in late autumn from the grey alluvial
soils of Cm·lwaa district contained between 40 and 110
p.p.m. boron.- These concentrations can be regarded as
adequate, but not excessive.
Altogether, some 270 samples were examined in this
district survey, and of these some 29 were in the range
300-400 p.p.m. bo'ron. A further 15- showed more than
400 p,_p.m. It is probable that the growth of th-e vineS
from which at least these 15 samples were taken was
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affected by boron excess. Some samples examined, but
not included in this report, rev.ealed a boron content of
1000 p.p.m., which must be responsible for a marked
reduction in vigour.
The effects of fertilisers on boron content of leaves
were studied on the fertiliser trial -on the Resear.ch Station over three seasons. Plots receiving sulphate of ammonia or superphosphate (or both) tended to increase
the boron content of Sultana leaves.

It seems that boron becomes concentrated in the leaves
as the season advances, and does not move readily to
other parts of the vlne. In samples from a block of vines
showing severe toxicity symptoms, the leaves themselves
contained from 26_0 to 1680 p.p.m, boron (with an average of 810 p.p.m.) while petioles (leaf stalks) showed
from 45 to 200 p.p.m. On the othe'r hand, there was
almost no boron (10-35 p.p.m.) in the current season's
canes. These figures were all obtained in January.

DIPPING OF PRUNES
Treatment of Skin Before Drying.
Follqwing a request to the Commonwealth Dried Fruits
Processing Committee, particularly by South Australian
Prune growers for information on skin treatments prior
to drying, this review of existing information has been
prepared by Mr. D. McBean, Division of Food Preservation and T1·ansport, Homebush, N.S.W.
The use of a weak caustic soda (lye) solution to
"check" the skins of _Prunes prior to sun-drying is well
established in this country and America. The alkaline
solution removes the waxy bloom from the skin and if
the process is controlled properly will produce a large
number of small splits in it. This results in faster drying
and also produces a dried article whkh is more acceptable because of .increased tenderness of the skin. Careful
control by -the operator is essential however. Too drastic
treatment will result in large splits or even complete
removal of skin from the fruit. Mrak and Perry suggest that "bleeding-" is ]i1..:ely to be more severe during
dehydration than sun-drying with lye treated fruit. Before recommendations can be made some knowledge of
the. factors affecting the process-is needed.

Variety and Maturity.
Strohmaier quoted figuves for the relative toughness
of the fresh skins of four varieties aSI f-ollows:Imperial
1.10 ± .22
Sugar . . . . . . . .
1.07 ± .23
1.16 ± .22
Robe de Sargeant
d'Agen . . . . . . .
1.84 ±
.26
Skepper and Davison stated that d' Agen are tougher
skinned than Robe de Sargeant while other sources
suggested that Imperials require very careful treatment.
Strohmaier showed that the skin of ripe Imperial Prunes
was considerably thinner than that of d' Agen which
probably accounts for ~he difference in toughness.
Mrak and Perry suggested that firm, plump fruit
checked more easily than shrivelled or immature fruit,
All published data suggest that F1·ench (d'Agen)
Prunes can withstand more severe lye treatment than
other varieties and that the proce.ss is most effective when
the fruit is plump' but still firm.

Seasonal and Cultural Factors.
Wet conditions during maturation of Prunes produces
skins which are thin and lacking strength while dry
seasons produce thick-skinned fruit. Fruit grown in a
wet season obviously will require more ca·reful treatment than that gTown in a dry year.
Long perio{{s of lying on the ground befOl'e being
picked up results in shrivelling of the skin of early_
dropped fruit and this can withstand more severe lye
treatment than firm ripe fruit. A mixture of shrivelled
and plump fruit cannot be satisfactorily treated by
caustic soda.

Recommendations.
The care and alertness of the operator is of prime
importan.ce in the lye-dipping of Prunes prior to drying.
Fruit should be of uniform maturity and as close to
firm ripe as possible.
The lye dip should 'be heated to a temperature of
190-200 deg. F. and maintained close to that. Considerably loWer temperatures need increased time of immersion.
For d' Agen a concentl-ation of 1 lb. of caustic soda
to 40 gallons of water (0.25 per cent.) is suggested, although up to 1 lb. to 20 gallons1 (0.5 per cent.) can be
used if skins are tough, due for instance to inadequate
water during maturation. For other varieties the concentration . should be between 0.05 and 0.25 per cent.
depending upon the condition of the fruit.
Immersion time should be as short as possible to produce the n,ecessary Hchecking" and will usually be between 5 and 15 seconds. The degree of "checking" is
such 'that very fine dark-coloured streaks can be seen
on close inSp_ection. If the cracks are easily visible the
conditions are too severe.
Tests are always necessary before putting through a
large batch of fruit.
Gradual dilution or Weakening of the lye solution
occurs and periodic additions of caustic soda are needed.
Washing with water- sprays after drainage following
the lye dip is essential.
-

COMMONWEALTH RESEARCH STATION, MERBEIN
In the 26th Annual 'Report of the Nyah-Woorinen
Committee, Mr. F. Penman, Senior Officer-in-Charge of
Irrigation Research Stations, records that in the past
year the Coillmonwealth Research Station has been
connected with two events of some i-mportance to irrigation in Australia.
In August and September, 1956, a training centre for
irrigation and drainage, With an associated study tour,
was held in the U.S.S.R. Mr. Penman was nominated by
the Department of External Affairs to attend. The work
of agricultural and irrigation institutes near Moscow,
and many aspects of irrigation, construction and development in the Central Asian and Caucasian republics, in the
Crimea and-in the Ukraine were seen. Under the auspices
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of the Committee impressions of this tour were given
in an il1ustrated lecture in Swan Hill early this year.
Then in November, 1956, a discussion group on groundwater hydrology was held at Merbein Station, and was
attended by representatives of eighteen Australian authorities interested in groundwater studies.
Effective drainage for such heavy soils as form a large
part of the Committee's area was one of the topics of
discussion, and progress was reported, although the
group found need for further information and for more
workers to gather it. A copy of the collected papers on
this discussion gToup has been mad<e available to the
Gommittee.
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... the answer
to your fruit drying problems.
Proved and found successful, it is the ideal groundsheet that is keyed to the needs
of dried-fruit growers everywhere. Miracle, multi-purpose SISALKRAFT defies
moisture and mildew; protects fruit from frost; helps to hasten drying; makes
raking out extremely easy. Light to handle, it remains firmly on the ground, lasts
for years and most important of all - it's economical!
Protect your fruit with SISALKRAFT . . . and make sure that the months of
hard toil turn into Profit for you. SISALKRAFT-available at your packing shed.

S !jA LI(IA FT
for

1.

Place 'SISALI<RAFT' on
ground, cover with hes·
sian and tip fruit onto
hessian.

FUU. PROTECTION

2. Fold sides
o,ver fruit,

• • •
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of

hessian

3.

Cover with 'SISALKRAFT',

l SIMPLE STEPS TO BETTER FRUIT DRYING
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/ On the drainage side, it is hoped to introduce some of
the newer methods of assessing drainability, such as the
''auger hole" method, into the mid-Murray horticultural
areas in the coming season. On the irrigation side, recent
work at Merbein has confirmed earlier work at Nyah
and Woorinen on usage of water in vineyards and may
offer a means of assessing a proper irrigation frequency
on the basis of a calculated daily usage.
Of much other work of the Irrigation Research Stations not directly reported below, Mr. Penman says how
pleased C.S.I.R.O. is that Mr. J. E. Gil·es has been able to
help the Committee with the planning and planting of
the glasshouse at 38H.

Soil and. Irrigation Investigation
By J. G. Baldwin, Principal Research Officer.
Time of Manuring. Winter application of nitrogenous
fertiliser on Sultanas, reported last year as promising at
Merbein, has again given good results ·both at Merbein
and Woorinen.
The new trial on Beverford clay loam at A. R. Selleck's
gave the following yields for its first harvest:
Treatment

YieM of
Dried Fruit

Ammon. sulphate, 3 cwt./ac., July 5 . . 29.7 cwt./ac.
Ammon. sulphate, 3 cwt./ac., August 8 . 28.4 cwt./ac.
Ammon. sulphate, 3 -cwt./ac., Sept. 11 . . 30.8 cwt./ac.
No .manure . . . .
25.2 cwt./ac.
The increased yield could be attributed partly to a
greater number of berries per bunch, and none of the
other elements of yield-Baume, berry weight, or number of bunches per vine-showed significant differences.
Unfortunately part of the trial on Bungunyah clay at
N. A. Bradbury's was harvested without measurement,
so no results were obtained from it, but the results from
the Beverford trial agree with those for 1956 and 1957
from the trial at the Research Station at Merbein. There,
five applications of ammonium sulphate were made, from
June 22 to September 10 at 20-day intervals; the earliest
and latest applications gave responses like the Beverford
trials, but· the three intermediate treatments gave no
response, probably because of leaching due to the wet
season.
These responses to a lite June-early July application
of nitrogen suggest a critical period- late in July for the
development of the dormant flower bud. Supporting evidence is provided by results from creosote spraying at
the Research Station; the creosote is used as a weedkiller in no-cultivation trials, but it also has a soilsterilising effect, which causes a sharp rise in soil nitrate;
yield responses have been obtained after mid-May and
mid-June applications, but not after one in mid-July.
Further evidence for a critical period is being obtained
from a study of weather records at Merbein.
This winter further trials of winter application have
been started, one at Irymple, one at Woorinen on D. W.
Cockroft's prope't'ty, and the trials at 1\!.[erbein and at
Beverford and Koraleigh are being continued. The aim
for the coming season is to verify the effect of winter
application and to find out the most effective timing for
it.
Time of lrr'igation. With last year's very wet winter
and sp"ring there was no effective early irrigation in the
three trials designed to test it. (3&J, Bradbury's, Selleck's). The irrigation trial on 38J, which also tests
frequeney of summer irrigation, was severely affected
by frost, and harvest was not measured.
Renovation and Improvement, The renovation trial on
Mrs. A. H. Hatfield's property at Woorinen, has now been
discontinued, owing to the sale of the property, and a
final soil sampling was made early in July.
The trial of gypsun;t and sulphur for vineyard improvement on Woorinen loam at Mrs. F. W. McFadyen's again
showed no wm·thwhile 'response for any of the treatments·. A similar trial on Beverford clay loam at A. R.
Selleck's was not harvested.
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Mole Drainage. An attempt was made to pull further
mole drains last August, but apparently the subsoil was
too wet, for the the tunnel did not close behind the
plough, and the attempt had to be abandoned.
Further attempts are to be made this sp·ring.

Sultana Bud Examination, 195jr
By F. Penman, Offic,e.r-in-·Charge.

Potential Sultana crop for 1958 for the Sunraysia
area is about 36 cwt. of dried fruit per acre. This estimate has been made from microscopical examination of
200 Sultana canes taken from sites in the Sunraysia
district.
This work has just been completed by Mr. P. May, who
foun<J_ that the average fruitfulness of ·buds up to the
fourteenth on the canes is 58.91 per cent., c-ompared with
the ten-year average 1946-1955 of 50 per cent. and the
1956 figure of 43.3 per cent.
Buds beyond the fifth have considerably higher fruitfulness this y-ear than the corresponding averages fOl'
theJ ten years prior, and fruitfulness does not wane until
the eleventh bud. Beyond the fourteenth bud fruitfulness
for the coming season is still well above average, dropping away in the usual manner for the more remote bud
positions. Index figure for bunch primordium size this
year is 0.234 squar.e millimetres, compared with a ten
year average of 0.242.
This year's findings , do not indicate any particular
problems in pruning in regard to potential fruitfulness
of ·bud. The standard recommendation for the Sultana
in this region, to prune to an average of .eight canes,
each of 14 buds per vine, is applicable this year.
Previous experience has shown that the findings from
examination of Sunraysia buds in the manner -outlined
are acc·eptable as, guides for Sultana vines with normal
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history over the whole irrig·ated area of the Murray
Valley, This year, however, a special examination will
be made in the next few days of the bud situation for
vines at Renmark affected by floods last year, so that they
shot but did not fruit.

i11ites had finished feeding by January and further experiments will be carried out next spring.

Hormone Sprays for Currant Setting·
By W. J. Webster, Research Q.fficer.

Mites in Vine Buds
During the 1956 bud examination of Ohanez canes,
reports Mr. W. J. Webster, Research Officer, 25 per
cent. of the buds were found to contain mites, in all
bud positions. The mites were the "bud mite strain"
of Eriophyes vitis and differ from the "erinose" strain
of this mite in not causing the leaf gall, and penetrating right into the centre of the buds. They migrate
to the buds on the new shoots several m-onths after bud
burst and r·emain beyond the effective range of the 1:10
lime-sulphur dormant sprays,
Without a method of controlling the mites it is impossible to assess the damage to vine bunches, There was
evidence of many Ohanez bunches disappearing during·
early development in spring and the final harvest results
showed about half the number -of bunches. expected from
the bud examination.
Similar losses may .be occurring with Waltham vine
and perhaps othe·r varieties. Examination of Sultana
buds has shown that the mites when present were in
buds 1-3, where the damage that could occur would be
negligible.
Two systematic insecticides were applied in January
and the mites were not killed. It was possible that the

Because of the damage that can oc-cur with the misuse
of PCPA and 2,4-D setting sprays for CurraTI.ts, other
chemicals that are known to cause no damage to plants
have been tested.
These compris·ed three of the trichlorophenoxyacetic
acids-2,3,4-'1', 2,3,6-T and 2,4,6~T. Owing to rain on
February 6' and 7, the harvesting had to start a little
earlier than intendOO., The bUnches we1·e weighed singly
and sampled for sugar determination.
The table shows the results for two -concentrations100 p.p.m. and 40 p.p.m.:
Spray Concentration
Bunch Weig-ht
(Ounces)
Baume

p.p.m.
p.p.m.
p.p.m.
p.p.m.

100
40
100
40

2,4,6-T

2,3,6-T

4.6
4.0
15.4
15.4

3.7
4.2
15.5
15.5

2,3,4-T
6.0
6.0
12.0
13,3

Lower concentrations of 2,3,4-T were ineffe-ctive.
2,3,4-T gave significantly more fruit and less sugar, it is
a promising 'chemical for Currant setting and furthel'
experiments will be carried out next spring.

DIPPING TRIALS AT FARM 38H, WOORINEN
(From Nyah-Woorinen Enquiry Committee's 26th Annual Report.)
During the harvesting season of 1957 the ·Committee
decided to carry out a -cold dipping trial at 38H, the
purpose being to asc•ertain the possibilities of changing
from hot to cold dipping methods in this a·rea.

The average drying time of the -cold dipped racks were
22 days, dehydrate"r (cold dip)- racks 12~ days, and sulphite dipped rack 13 days. Although the Committee only
dipped one rack with hot dip, which dried in 13 days,
Mr. J. H. Butler, Committe·e Chairman, had to estimate
The procedure adopted was to dip ·one rack sodium an average drying period of 17 days this season for
sulphate and one rack coM dip simultaneously, and then hot -dipped fruit.
carry on with cold dip thereafter.
Taking into account the slightlY unfavourable .(lrying
The results of this trial showed that with the· avail- period expel'ienced in the earlier part of the season, the
able rack room on 38H, the Committee could not dry . fact that rack room on 38H. is slightly inadequate for a
the full crop of 14,500 buckets of Sultanas, even though crop of this size, and also the f3!ct that two racks were
it rack dehydrated two racks during the early part of dehydrated during the early part of the season, the
the season. 3500 _buckets were diverted to wine pro~ Committee know that had it us-ed the sulphite dip, the
du-ction.
whole crop would have been dried.
~~~~~·~~~~~~~····~~~~·~~~~~$~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~~~~$~~~~$~~~~~·~~·~~~$·~~·~·~··~~@
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It seems apparent that unless the normal cold dip
can be improved to shorten the drying time by four to
five days, trouble will again be, experienced in harvesting
the farm's crop.
Successful rack dehydration cai·ri·ed out in conjunction
with cold dipping has definite possibilities, ,but whether
Rack

Filled

A.-8th to 12th
March
COLD DIP
B.-6th March
· C:OLD DIP
25th March
C.-4th to 5th
March
SULPHITE
DIP
19th March
COLD DIP
D.-15th March
COLD DIP
E.-7th to 8th
March
COLD DIP
20th March

Shaken

Boxed

5th April

16th April

this method would be economical in other than adverse
drying seasons has- yet to· be decided.
With this view in mind the Committee hope to develop
the farm's rack dehydration equipment to a satisfactory
degree of efficiency and -carry out some trials along these
lines next season.
Remarks
28 days on rack, 11 days on ground. Open rack, 5 ft.unsuitable for cold dip fruit. Very low grade (plain).
16 days, on rack-4 ft.-good gTade fruit.

22nd March

22 days on rack. Good grade fruit.
13 days on rack, 1 day on ground. 5 ft., good grade fruit.

16th April
18th March

19th March

11th April

13th April

23 days on rack, 2 days on. ground. Good grade fruit.

3rd April

13th April

20th March

20th March
23rd March

19 days on rack, 4 ft., ten days on ground. Sprayed with
cold dip mixture. Low grade fruit.
12 days on, rack, 5 ft., dehydrated' on ·rack for 20 hours
on 18th and 19th MaTch. Good grade fruit.

2nd April

5th April

F.-4th to 6th
Mar-ch
COLD DIP
26th March

13 days on Ta·ck. Dehydrated on rack 12 hours at 120
deg. F., 1 and 3 crown fruit.
21 days on rack, 5 ft., cTown fruit.
25 days on ·rack, 12 hours dehydrated on rack on 19th
April-3-crown fruit .

.

Average DTymg Time Cold Dip Frmt 22 Days
Drying Time Sulphite Dipped Rack 13 Days
Average Drying Time Rack E Dehydrated- 12l! Days
A.-OPEN RACK 5 Feet
B.-FOUR FOOT RACK
SHEDS·
C.-FIVE FOOT RACK
D.-FOUR FOOT RACK
E.-FIVE FOOT RACK
F
South
North
End
End
F.-FIVE FOOT RACK
E
D

c
B
A

TURBO MIST SPRAY
(From Nyah-Woorinen Enquiry Committee's 26th Annual Report.)
After a full season's trial of the prototype Turbo Mist
Spray for vines as supplied to Block 38H, the committee
feel that they now have the machine woTking at its peak
efficiency, reports Mr. J. Hobson ( 4/7 /1957).
The machine in its p-resent form applies between 22
and 25 gallons -of spray per acre when travelling at
almost full throttle with the Ferguson tractor in second
gear.
Although it was thought that in the earlier part of
the season much material may have- blown to waste, on
visual appearance the vine, wood and young shoots
seemed to be suitably covered with the spray material,
S() we feel that this apparent waste is no great drawback
as no Black Spot occured on the trial ai~ea.
A rate of 15 gallons applieation was with 35 lb./sq.
inch pressure showing on the g'auge. We held this rate
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for the first two sprayings and also kept the lower
nozzles shut off, as we considered these of no use early
in· the season.
For the following sprays with all nozzles open we increased the pressure to 48-50 lb./sq. inch and the rate
of the application then increased to 25 gallons per acre.
On visual 'inspection of the vines at this later stage,
the Turbo Spray was doing a more efficient job than
the orthodox spray, which was applying 40 gallons per
acre at a pressure of 30 lb./sq. inch.
We felt the machine performed admirably and its
potential of being used as a duster for the vines also
would be a decided advantage in its favour.
At a joint meeting between the maker of the Turbo
Mist, the Department of Primary Industry and the Farm
Committee, it was pointed out by the Committee, that
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in their op1mon the following points should be altered
for greater efficiency:1.-Two fans were needed instead of one, so that the
travelling time ·could be cUt.
2.-Gearing of drive of fan to tractor should be altered
so that if possible· the tractor could crawl in third
gear rather than race in second. This would improve
fuel consumption and lessen general wear and tear.
3.-Rais.e the positioning of some of the controls of the
machine to save them fouling in rubbish, etc.

At this meeting the maker assured us that all of these
improvements had been carried out on the next machine
that had been made.
No spot occurred on the area of vines that was sprayed
only with the Turbo Mist Spray and even though last
season was fairly clean from the Black Spot,- we feel
the machine would have coped with a much worse season.
So w.e reiterate that although highly pleased with the
machine we have fully realised its capabilities and as
it stands as a one-fan. machine capable only of doing
one side of a row at a time, that we eould not recomment it as a profitable investment for growers.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA
By W. R. Nankivell, Senior Distr'ict Horticultural Officer.

In the Nyah-Woorinen Enquiry Committee's 26th
Annual •Report the Department reports that the past
y•ear has been a busy one in this district. Expansion has
taken place in the several phases of our work.
The advisory service has be·en strengthened by two
appointments and now provides an advisory staff level
higher than elsewhere in Victoria or Australia. Mr. H.
Angus, orchard supervisor, and M1·. A. Begg, vegetable
supervisor, come to this work ,eaeh with a long and
sound experience of Northern irrigated horticulture, and
they have received careful training in the latest research
dev,elopments and techniques necessary for their work.
We are confident that their sincerity, experience and
knowledge will make them invaluable to those growers
who seek help from them. Your district officers have
received help as needed from the departinent's crop specialists, chemists and biologists. Many extension methods
have found a place in our advisory s·ervice and we have
been encourage{! by the appreciation shown to us from
time to time fOl' projects such as the "Ma11ee Horticulture Digest."
The department's quarantine services to the district
have been continued. There is general realisation that
dangers of phylloxera, fruit fly and similar pests and diseases warrant every possible precaution which could pre~
vent them gaining a foothold in this area. Our officers
are engaged in detailed experiments dealing with fruit
fly commodity treatments and sharing in field control research.
Our technical knowledge has been, and -continues to
be, advanc·ed by the large programme of researeh our
officers are continuing in this district.
New projects
hav_e been undertaken again this year iri addition to the
trfals already in operation. Knowledge gained. over the
years in other districts is increasingly finding application
here as to the trend to alternate croPs continues,
As a department our staff problems continue and nowhere is this felt more keenly than in our research
branehes. Grower organisations, realising this is to their
advantage, are showing increasing interest in the problem
of obtaining better con{l.itions for our officers and this
could help greatly in overcoming this problem.

Vine Diseases
By R. H. Taylor, Research Officer.

The control of downy mildew is still being investigated,
but the past season's plots did not yield any results of
practical importance to the grower. The need for a
satisfactory fungicid_e to replace Bo'rdeaux mixture is
fulJy appreciated, and plots aimed at finding this material
will be continued in the coming season.,
An artide on oidium and its control has nOw been
publishe<l in the Journal of Agriculture. This article discusses the results of tests carried out at Glenrowan, which
showed that sulphur is still the best fungicide available
for control of oidium.
Experiments have now been commenc-ed to investigate
the control of dead arm disease. This disease is quite
serious on some blocks at Tresco and has been reported
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to be spreading in both New South Wales and South Aus...
tralia. Preliminary studies suggest that a dormant spraY
may be the most satisfactory method of contr-ol. Three
eradicants are being tested, viz., sodium penta-chlor~
phenate, sodium arsenite, and phenyl mercuric chloride.
In addition to these do'rmant materials, captan, ziram
and Bordeaux will also be compared as foliage sprays.
Carter in South Australia has shown that Eutypa
armenaciae, the -casual organism of Apricot gummosis,
is often present in the dead wood of unthrifty vines.
Whether this fungus is associated with dead arm d-isease
is not. yet known. This aspect of the problem will also
be investigated this season.
An investigation has been commenced into the restricted growth condition of Sultanas whieh was prevalent in all dried fruit areas last season. As no satisfactory explanation of this disease has yet been advanced,
the possibility that a virus which is normally latent in
the affected vines is to ·be examined.

FURTHER REPORTS
Mr. A. J. Heslop, Field Officer, reports on a Soil
Management Trial, Weedicide Trials, Johnston Grass
and Cover Cr-pps.
Soil Management Trial.

The season just past marked the conclusion of our soil
management trial at E. Toomer's Beverford property.
We would like to express our appreciati-on of the cooperation and assistance given by Mr. and Mrs. Toomer
in connection with this trial ov.er the past eight years.
With the assistance of local officers and officers from
the Tatura Research Station, a good· deal of field work
has been carried out on the area over the past two or
three months. Samples for complete chemical and physical analysis have been collected; a survey of root pen e . .
tration and distribution has been carried out and also
a detailed survey of water penetration and infiltration.
Bunch numbers and yields from oil spray plots were
down on those from clean cultivation plots in the past
season. It is felt that this may be a reflection of the
different nitrogen levels recorded in the previous season.
More vigour, greater berry size and earlier maturity were
again evident on the oil spray, but lighter cropping probably contributed to these factors this year. Again it was
felt that more canes eould have been used with benefit
on the oil spray plots.
Clean cultivation plots, in replications 3 and 4 particularly, showed s.ymptoms of salting late in the year.
There was no evidence of increased salting in the foliage
of oil spray plots.
All field WOl'k on the area has now been completed
and a full 'report will be prepared during the coming
years.
Weedicide Trials.

Following on the success- of the ·44 no wee<ls, no cultiva~
tion" management at Beverford, trials have be-en laid
out with the· aim of finding a eheaper alternative to fuel
oil for general weed control in orchards. On the main trial

atea 4 contact we.edicides (PCP, DNBP, creosote and oil)
and two soil sterilants (CMU and CIP'C) are being compared with fuel oiL The area selected grows all annual
weeds usually encountered and also contained a fair
amount of dock and paspalum. It was soon obvious that
only fuel oil and c1~eosote would handle these two lastmentioned plants. As they are considered not to be weeds
of cultivation they have been removed where weedicides
used would not handle them. Five sprays averaging
approximately 50 gallons per acre per spray have been
used with fuel oil. The cheaper alternatives have generally needed seven sprays Using in the vicinity of 60
gallons per spray. Soil sterilants have only recently been
included and 110' results are available yet.
Johnston Grass.

The 1957 ha1·vest was notable for several reasons,
namely:( 1) The low sugar content Of the berries at any stage.
Many growers started picking in the 8 to 9 degrees
Baume range.
(2) The extreme variation in maturity between bunches
on the same vine, and, in fact, the great variation
between bm'ries on the same bunch.
(3) The large variation .in berry size and the large
and tight bunches on many vineyards.
( 4) The large number of bunches on most vineyards
(a large volume crop).
( 5) The slow drying of the fruit due to- the 'relatively
cool weather and the early onset of dewy nights.

A small trial similar to that mentioned previously has
been set out on an area infested with Johnston Grass.
Dalapon has been included here and the soil sterilants
omitted. Johnston Grass is mainly under the vines, but
the whole of the weed growth has been controlled with
the sprays.
The area was disced and backed off and the first spray
applied in October, In all seven applications were given.
It was f.elt that another two could have been squeezed
into the season with advantage. Creosote, fuel oil and
dalapon we·re the only materials to give any control.
Dalapon at the rate of approximately 5 lb. per acre per
application with 1 in 20 PGP caused stunting -of Johnston
Grass without markedly reducing the number of plants.
After five applications of this spray symptoms began
to show in the vine in the way of reduced vigour and pale
leaf ·colour. Effect on the vine at the end of the season
was not really serious, but neither was the Johnston Grass
dead.
Fuel oil and creosote gave comparable results. Each
thinned out the number of plants considerably and it ls
anticipated that what were dense areas of this grass will
only shoot -an occasional plant. Root examinati-ons Tev.eal
that the vast majority are dead at this stage.

Dipping started at 38H on March 4th using the 2.5
deg. Baume cold dip mixture. Fruit f-or this trial ranged
in maturity from 9.3 deg. to.10.7 deg. ove·r the cold dip
portion of the rack. The first ten days were generally
favoura'bl.e for drying-, with an 80 point rain on the 12th
and 13th, after Which the weather settle<! to a series of
cool sunny days with dews .at night. The 80 points· of
rain we·re accompanied by gale for-ce winds which drove
a mist through the side curtains and thoroughly wet the.
weather sicle fruit. On the 11th, two bays of the rack
w~re sprayed, using 'the caustic potash sulphite spray,
two more bays with the caustic soda sulphite spray and
two bays kept as a .control. By the 18th both sprayed sections were noticeably drier than control with the soda/
sulphite sprayed sections darker in colour than the other
two sections. The rack was shaken down on the 25th
after 20 days on the rack; a further two days on the
sheets were necessary before boxing.
The result was a g"rading of two crown for all the
sections with no comment from the gTader regarding
green ting-e.
·
Continuation of this trial in a quick drying year is
recommended to try and obtain more definite results.

'

Cover CYops.

Cold Dip and Green Ting·e Trials

Boiling Sulphite Dips

Trials with early seeding legumes are continuing with
On Ma1·Ch 6th and 7th, four panels of a rack were
the aim of finding good self-seeding legumes that can be
tu·rned ~in ·early enough to allow proper soil preparation filled with fruit dipped in the boiling sulphite dip using
(a) Light cra-cking (i.e., cracking that is 'barely dis.cernfor frost protection. Medicago littoralis, which has been
develol)ed by the department's cereal section for the /ib1e on some berries after placing on the rack) and (b)
heavy cracking (i.e., severe On the greener
drier parts of the Mallee, shows promise and Was in- Fairly
be-rries).
cluded in district plots this year.
U: to 1~ lb. caustic soda per 100 gallons was adequate
for (a) whilst a 2 lb. caustic soda per 100 gallons gave
severe cracking (b). Jn contrast to other years, mould
Grape Drying Trial
appeared about the 15th after the 80 point rain of the
By J. M. Mabbitt, Orehal"ld Supervisor.
12th and 13th. This mould was sli_ght on the lightly
-cracked fruit and only just noticeable on the heavilY
It was decided, prior to harvest, to carry out experi- cracked fruit. Afte:r a day or so it cease<! to develop and
mental work on the following lines:ultimately practically disappeared. Ins\)ection on the 18th
(a) To dip a portion -of a rack of fruit early in the indicated· that the- heavily cracked fruit, although a shad-e
season using the 2.5 degree baume cold dip mixture and more sticky than the lightly cracked fruit, was definitely
to investigate the ·effect of a sulphite type spray incor- drier.- The fruit was shaken down on the 25th after 20
porating pota~sium hydroxide and a sulphite type spray days on the rack. It was estimated that the heavilv
incorporating sodium hydroxide towards removing the cracked part was five days ahead of the lightlv cracked
green tinge, which is reputed to be a feature of cold part at that time (i.e., it could have been shaken after
15 davs on the rack). Two days on the sheets were re~
dipped fi'uit in this district.
quired befor,e hoxing and the fruit was RTaded two crown
(b) To dip the remainder of the rack of fruit using the at the shed. There was considerable difference in colour
boiling sulphite dip and giving firstly light cracking and he tween the two trial sections; the heavily cracked
then heavy cracking to determine the effect of degree fruit was a much Jighter golden shade.
of cracking on the repo1·ted sugaring and stickiness of
Examination of the fruit in storag•e at Woorinen Fruitthe boiling dip fruit in storage.
gTowers'
on May 1st showed that it was no more
As the season progressed it became evident that further Rtick1r andCo-on.
exhibited
no more signs of sugar than other
pilot trials on certain aspects of cold dipping would be hot-dinped fruit in storage
at the shed. The behaviour of
of interest and thes·e were undertaken.
thjs fruit throug·h the packing process and in later
Goncunent with these trials, which through the cour- storage should be of great inter.est.
tesy of the Nyah-Woorinen Enquiry Committee were
C'old Dip Mixtures
conducted on their farm 38H, observations were made
on the behaviour of growers' fruit under a variety of
For many years local growers have been ·of the
dips and treatments. In all, nearly 90 racks of fruit in oninion that Woorinen fruit is tougher in ·cuticle and/ or
the three main settlements of Nyah, W oorinen and Tresco bloom than Sunravsia fruit. In line with this opinion
were observed and recorded.
observations of cold dipping at 38H and at other vine~

'
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yards indicated that the 2.5 deg. baume cold dip mixture
used at normal immersion timing did not "remove the
bl-oom" as eompletbly as was apparently the case with
Sunraysia fruit. It was thought at first that the wetting
agent in the dipping oils was not adequate for local
fruit. Mr. Haley, of Vacuum Oil, in discussiol)., thought
otherwls·e and offered to provide some wetting agent for
trial addition to the dip. Two pilot trial lots were dipped
t-o compare with normal cold dipped fruit. These were:(a) Normal cold dip mixture, plus 10 oz. of wetter,
plus an extra ~ gallon of oil per 100 gallons o_f dip, and
(b) A further half gallon of .oil per 100 gallons of dip
added to (a).
Neither of these two trials made any noticeable difference to the removal of bloom. Extra potassium carbonate
was then added to (b) to bring the mixture to a 3.75
lfeg. Baume (c) and there was then a noticeable improvement in the bloom. Examination of the fruit 6 and nine
days later confirmed that (c) was days faster in drying
than normal cold dip contro]i and (a) and (b). This finding has been confirmed by observation of a number of
cold dip racks of fruit where growers have used potassium carbonate concentrations from 2.5 up to 5.0 deg.
Baume (i.e., 25 lb. to 50 lb. potassium carbonate). It is
suggested that cold dip mixture strength could be a
majoi· trial next year.

Comparisons of District Dips

During the course of the drying season, observations
were made on the behaviour of fruit dried by a variety
of dips in the three grape-growing settlements. In the
Nyah area, the trend towards cold dip has continued
and it is estim:ited that 40 per cent. of the growers are
now· using this dip. At Woorinen and TresCo the majority
of growers are using the- sulphite dip, the number using
cold dip being less than three per cent. -of the total.

Bird-repelling Sprays
A spray material claimed to l'epel birds was tested
at Woorinen, Robinvale and Mildura. It appeared to have
some value, particularly with the larger, slower moving
birds. Further trials next season are proposed to assess
its value mor·e accurately.

Preliminary Spray Trials
VINE SCALE is spreading in the districts and timing
of the winter red oil spray is being studied at A. Heighway's and G. Hatt's. An early July spray is under observation alongside the recommended spray (2 to 3
weeks· prior to bud burst).
NEW SPRAY MATERIALS which hav.e been developed
since the last spray trials will be applied to vines at
38H. These pilot plots s-hould indicate whether full scale
trial plots are warranted.

EFFECT OF STORAGE ON GREEN TINGE
Report from Commonwealth Research Station, C.S.I.R.0.-6/5/58
In considering the resolution of Mildura District
Council, A.D.F.A. that C.S.I.'R.O. and the Department of
Primary Industry conduct experiments into the effect of
storage on green tinged fruit, the Board noted that the
Merbein Research Station had already carried -out experiments and agr·eed that -the Station should be asked
to make data available.
Mr. F. Penman has supplied the following extracts
from a i'eport by Mr. E'. C. Orton in October, 1948.

Storage at Elevated Temperatures.
Since temperature and moisture .content are the main
factors governing the rate of browning of Sultanas,
green tinge can usually be effectivelY removed simply by
washing the fruit to increase the moisture. content to 13
to 14 per cent. and storing at a temperature of about 90100 deg. F. for a few weeks. At higher temperatures the
rate of darkening is mo·re Tapid but excessive stickiness
ma~r r·esult. In one· small scale trial work was carried out
on a liite of very grPen fruit which had to be washed
and dehydrated by the packing house concerned before
packing.
It was found that the green tinge could be remov·ed
by washing and storing at 90 deg. F. for three weeks, or
without washing by -storing at 90 deg. F. for four to
five weeks.
Once the -unattractive gre-en colour has been changed
no further darkening is desirable, and it follows that if

Line

Colour when
Date
Packe1d
Packed

A

14/4/48

B

21/4/48

Slightly
Green
Green

c

21/4/48

Green

D

21/4/48

v,ery
Green
(Taken straight
from rack)
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th€\ fruit is to keep well it should have a relatively low
moisture content and should be stored in a cool plac·e.
By increasing the moisture content of the fruit in order
to remove green tinge its potential storage life as high
grade fruit is reduced. It might, therefore, be preferable to store the fruit at 90-100 deg. F. for a longer
period at a lower moisture level.

Packing House Storage T reatinent.
Where slightly green fruit is received by the packing
house sufficient browning may take place in the packed
product when stored in the packing h_ouse at atmospheric
temperatures for a few weeks. The fruit is usually
washed thoroughly with a paraffin or vegetable oil emulsion wash mixture to raise the moisture content to 13
to 14 per cent. and is packed in 56 or 60 lb. boxes and
held in store until the green tinge has disappeared. The
application of oil is necessary to prevent the berries
sticking together -on prolonged storage and has little
effed on the colour changes which take place.
Large scale trials we're carri·ed out during the 1948
packing season in co-operation with the Mildura Co-op.
Packing Co. Ltd., with three selected lines of green Sultanas. These were washed, packed and stored in the
packing house for approximately five months during the
winter.
Sample boxes were -opened at intervals and
examined for changes in colour.
D:etails concerning the treatments are as follows:-

Treatment

Washed Peanut
Oil Emulsion
Paraffin Oil
Emulsion
Paraffin Oil
Emulsion
Paraffin Oil

Av. Moisture Content
Before
After
Washing Washing

Moisture

12.9%

14.1%

Added
1.2%

13.1%

13.7%

0.6%

14.1%

14.8o/o

0.7%

13.8%

14.2%

0.4%
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After storage for approximately two months Lines A
'and B, which were only slightly green originally, had
~mproved in appearance sufficiently to be regarded as
quite satisfactory.
In the case of Line C, howeyer, a storage period of
approximately fiv·e months was neeessary before most of
the original green colour had disappeared. Even then
the line was dull and unattractive in appearance, and
could not be regarded as very satisfactory.
These results are in agreement with past experience,
and show that only slightly green lines of fruit change
to an attractive -colour when packed in standard boxes
and stored during the winter months-. Better results are
usually obtained when green tinge is removed before
packing either on the drying ground, or by washing and
dehydrating in 'the packing house.

Colour Changes During Drying and Storage.
At least four ehemical reactions appear to be connected with colour changeS! which take place during the

drying and storage of Sultanas. These are as follows:-

1. Darkening due to the oxidase system. Probably of
greatest importance wher-e the-re is physical damage
to the berries aS( a r-esult of rain bef-ore picking; or
by the use of hot dips.
2. Changes to chlorophyll itself due to action of heat
and light or the alkali us·ed in. dipping.
3. Darkening due to the formation of condensation
products betwen amino acids and sugars (e.g.,
asparagine and levalose). Darkening on storage is
thought to be la1·gely due to a reaction of this typ-e,
and presumably some darkening also occurs during the drying period.
4. Darkening due to the direct action of the alkali
used in dipping on the tannins o·r anthocyanins of
the fruit.
Further investigations are necessary in order to obtain
a better understanding of the fundamental chemical
changes associated with the removal of green tinge.

WASHING AND DRYING OF FRUIT
The A.D.F.A. Boa1;d, the Export Control Board -and
It is appreciated that the result of the Committee's
Paekers' Associations, who are the- financial sponsors enquiries will need to be passed to the following bodies
of the Work being carried out, have agreed that experi- who are <lirectly· associated with the problemsments should be canied out by washing fruit with up
Mildura District Dried Vine Fruits Processing Gomto 14 per cent. moistUTe and drying· in conjunction with .
mittee regarding rack dehydration.
a system of air blasts. after leaving the centrifuge. Due
A.D.F
.A. Produdon Problems Committee regarding
to the high cost of installation consideration of the use
dust on drying grounds.
of drying tunnels haS been held over until the result of
The Committee met on 14th May and the result of their
trials using an air blast are known.
discussions is awaited.
It has been decided to defer writing to the Minister
for Primary Industry seeking financial assistance until
Dehydrated Sultanas.
an assessment of the cost of Season 1958 trials is known.
The Board examined a sample of undipped Sultanas
A history' of the- research carried out since commencement had been prepared by the General Secretary for delivered fresh to Berri Co-op. Union Ltd. where approxisubmission to the Minister and is being held on file for mately 10 tons of dried weight was dehydrated. This
sample was equivalent to the Californian Thompson
the time being.
Reports on the "Arcadia" and "Nowshera" Shipments Seedless Raisin and l'eports received by the Berri comto' the United Kingdom held until December, 1957, pany from the United King·dom, where the fruit had been
showed that "Showefled only" fruit, although dried out, sold, showed that it had been favourably received.
While the Board does not consider this dehydrated
had stood up very well and was generally better than
"ShoW_el1ed and Oil·ed." Although the latter showed signs article would solve ail the problems associated with
of sugaring it still retained a good appearance. No com,. Sultanas and production would be limited to the capacity
of dehydrators at packing houses, it eonsiders that this
plaints had been received from buyers.
Canadian reports received up to F'ebruary stated that dehydrated fruit has the following marketing advantag-es:
washed No. 2 "Show,elled and Oiled" was better than
- i t is free-running and, therefore, especially useful
to confectionery manufacturers.
No. 1 as it had a better appearance and was free of
-it would be particularly suitable in tropical ·Coungrit. Trade opinion was- that such fruit would he accepted
tries, as it does not absorb m.oisture through
direct without pre-cleaning in C'anada.
humidity to the extent that dipped Sultanas do.
However, subsequent reports from Canada inj]_icated
The Board's views have been conveyed to the Prothat while the washed fruit was a great improvement on
fruit cleaned by standard processes there was still the cessing (Packing) Committee.
ne-ed to wash it in Canada before being distributed.
Reports from London indicate that chocolate aiJ.d conCommittees.
fe-ctionm;v manufacturers are particularly interested ih
Mr·. J. R. Gordon had been invited to join the Mildura
washed Sultanas and -the London ag·ency of the Export
Control Board has recommended that a shipment of Sea- Distriet Dried Vine Fruits Processing Gommittee as the
son 1958 washed Sultanas be sent to the United Kingdom Board's representative.
for sale to the manufacturers.
*
*
*
*
A South Australian Committee has- been f-ormed to
1958 Researches.
investigate drying and sulphuring of Tree Fruits under
the chairmansh-ip of Mr. R. H. Curren, Berri.
The Committee has ~been requested
The Board has agreed to make up to £100 for the
-to run lOO tons of Sultanas for shipment to the
United Kingdom for specific sale to chocolate manu- investigations.
facturers.
At present it is not known whether investigations have
-to ascertain the incidence -of sand in fruit with a started and who are the other members of the Committee.
yiew to (a) d·evising means of allaying dust on drymg grounds; (b) develQping rack dehydration to
Rack Dehydration.
eliminate the need to spread on the groUnd.
In response to a Board letter sent to the Division of
-to examihe the feasibility of washing and drying on
growers' Properties.
Agricultural Production, De-partment of Primary In-to invite the Victorian Department of AgTiculture to dustry, the Division has interested itself more clos-ely in
.ioin in the discussions on -the last two mentioned the rack dehy<'lration problem following on Mr. E'mery
items.
Balint's preliminary survey.
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MADE BY DANIEl HARVEY

• • •

it must be good!

HARVEY MERBEIN MODEL
TOOl BAR DISC PlOW

PLOWING· AWAY FROM THE TREES
Set the plow in the lost described position in the previous
paragraph with the tractor wheel in the furrow and start

IN THE. ORCHARD- PLOWING UP TO THE TREES
The usual procedure when plowing up to the trees is to offset the
plow to the extreme right ond plow one or two rounds throughout
the orchard. Adjustment where the plow head is attached to the
tool bar enables a shalfow furrow to be plowed near the tree ond
the other two furrows progressively deeper, After the first one
or two rounds, slide the plow along the tool bar to the left to a
position where the tractor wheel runs in the furrow arid ·complete
the plowing in the usual manner,

plowing, making a crown midway between the rows of trees.

Continue plowing until the left hand tractor wheel becomes too
closr, to the trees, then offset the plow to the extreme left
hand of the tool bar and finish off,

HARVEY TOOl BAR
l·FURROW
MOUlDBOARD
PLOW

A

durdy general

market garden.

purpose

Implement for

field,

orchard

or

Can be offset to either side of the tractor

or placed at any position along the tool bar to suit the job

in hand. Equipped with 8.7 bodies and steel &hares, h1gh
clearance beams and adjustable gouge wheel. Cuts 27 inches.

HARVEY DIRECT
COUPLED
CUI. TIV.A TOR

FOR ALL TRACTORS EQUIPPED WITH HYDRAULIC LIFT
This Cultivator Is made In cutting widths to suit the power of
various makes of tractors.
The cultivator is attached to the hydraulic linkage and Is raised
bodily by the lift, the cultivating depth being controlled by the
hydraulic lift lever. A square bar is situated at the forward end of
the cultivator to which five slideoble clamps ore bolted. The two
outside clamps fit an to the tractor lift arms. The centre clomp
carries the uprights for the top link and the remaining two clamps
carry the frame of the cultivator.

HARVEY OFFSET TANDEM DISC CULTIVATOR
FOR ORCHARD AND CITRUS GROVE
AS WEU AS BROAD ACRES
This cultivator has won favour among
orchardists, vignerons and general
farmers through its outstanding per~
f6rmances in cover crops and all dlffi~
cult field conditions.
The demand for this type of cultivator
has grown considerably during the pas1
years, consequently, to meet the re~
quirements of a greater variety of
working conditions numerous improve·
ments hqve been introduced on to the
design of the implement.
Its performance Is unequalled in toll stubble, four to five foot
orchard cover crops, extra heavy weed growth or other conditions where maximum penetration is impossib(e with ordinary
disc cultivator,

WIDTH OF CUT
Provision is made to fit on extra disc; to each gong, thereby
Increasing the cuWng width, A1so there is available q disc
1 which, If fitted to the
attachment with a small disc (16'),
back gang, almost eliminates the bock furrow, which, under
certain conditions, js objeCtionable.
'

DANIEL HARVEY LIMITED
PLEASE SEND FREE LITERATURE.
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BOX HILL, MELBOURNE, VIC. WX 1025 (3

~ille~)

Distributors-sOUTH AUSTRALIA-8ilbert, Sharp & Bishop Ltd.,
Rundle St., Adelaide, also at Naracoorte & Mt. Gambier; Cole & Wood~
ham Ltd., Renmark. NEW SOUTH WALE&-David Shearer Pty. Ltd.,
Railway Parade, Burwood; Dangar, Gedye & Malloch Ltd., Young St.,
Sydney. QUEENSLAND~Werner Machinery Co., cnr. Grey and Russell
Sts., Brisbane. TASMANIA-south Tas., Wm. Crosby & Co. Pty. "Ltd.,
119 Collins St., Hobart. Northern Tas., Mnx Geevea Ltd., 177 Brisbane
St., Launceston. WE.ST. AUSTRAUA, Westralian Farmers' Oo~
operative Ltd., 569 We1lington St., P.erth .
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Approval was given to t'etain the services of a consulting engineer to carry out work on the specific problems
of air flow and temperature control and distribution
within the rack. The consulting engineer concerned is
Mr. W~ Yann·, of 599 North Road, Onnond, :Yictoria, who
is a specialist in heating and ventilation with overseas
eXperience. His commission included the undertaking of

any experiments with test rigs and trial layouts which
he considered necessary ..
Mr. K. Halsall, of the Department, accompanied Mr.
Yann on his field investigation, and these two gentlemen
have conferred with the Mildura District Dried Vine
Fruits Processing· Committe_e.
A copy of Mr. Yann's initial report is now to hand and
is being studied closely.

PRODUCTION PROBLEMS
The Committee met in January and again in ApriL
Their discussions covered the following itemsGibberellic ACid trials would be continued. A report
from California stated that Thompson Se,edless grapes
sprayed with acid at the one-quarter bloom stage loosened
tight clusters, increased the size and hastened harvesting.
No recommendations could be- given at this stage.
Copies of an informative article in "California AgTiculture" are being obtained .by the Board for issue to
the Committee.
No information on new varieties had yet been received
from Weste·rn Australia. Mr. Nankivell (Victorian De-partment of Agriculture) reported on various new stocks
being tested and stated he would advise on any new
developments.
C.S.I.R.O. hoped to have cuttings of Pearlette and
Del-ight by 1959. C.S.I.R.O. was investigating the possibility of obtaining new varieties of nematode resistant
stock.
Timber posts treated against decay were awaited for
the carrYing out of_ tests. A sample of a 6 ft. half-round
post was also awaited.
A small sample of Chelates CM-PGI together with the
necessary instructions for application has been handed
to the -Department of Agriculture. Tests have not yet
be·en carried out but these would be conducted on the
property of the Committee Chairman and a full report
would be available at a later date.
This material could be used as a. spray and could also
be ,added to the soil.
'; It was suggested that G~S.I.R.O. might be able to
obtain details of the chemical contents of this mate:fial.
A 5 lb. sample of Sequestrene NaFe had been received
itnd was in- the hands of the Department of Agriculture
and C.S.I.R.O. for testing and report.
A supply of Chelates 330 -and 138 had been ordered
and the Department of Piimary Industry will sponsor
the Import Licence.
~
Mr. Kirwin will also endeavour to obtain supplies dil'ect
from U.S.A.
Glass House Drying, Because· of the exeeptional drying year, it was rather difficult to find any grower who
was prepared to depart from- the ordinary practice and
thus lose the known benefits. of sun drying. HOwever,
Mr. Biggs reported that in one instance, glass house
P,r~ing had been used for finishing off fruit with very
satisfactory results.
_
A sample of a strengthened dip tin· welded at the sides
and bottom of the en-ds was examined and it was agreed
to purchase some for testing. The possibility of ~bronze
oxy-weldi_ng in lieu -.of solder is to be examined by the
manufacturers.
· The Committee d-ecided to recommend to dip tin manufactm•,e'rs that s'lipplies_ of black iron tins be made available in both_ the standard and spot welded samples~ It
was ·understood that the spot welded tin would cost an
additional twopence and Committee members considered
that this extra >eost was mor.e than Covered by longer
working life of the tin.
Details of a spray used by S.A. growers to kill Johnson's Grass are to be obtained.

Paqe Twenty

Currant vines sprayed with. Greenz 26 showed no improvement in the colour or quality of the fruit harv·ested.
li'urther tests will be carried out.

Commercial Insectory.
A full 'report from Mr. R. Johnston; Entomologist of
the Victorian Department of Agriculture, has been submitted to the Superintendent of Hot'ticulture. Mr. Johnston has been asked to attend the meeting of the Committee on the 9th July when it would be possible for a
report and recom1nendation to be made in connection
with the establishment of a Commercial Insectary.
A small sample of Orthocide SOW has been handed over
to -C.S.I.R.O. Under the name of "Captan" it had been
tried as a mouldicide with very little success.
This
material is also known as SR 406,
I.C.I. had made little or no progress in a seai-ch for a
suitable fungicide whilst Chemical Materials- Ltd. recommended sorbic acid heing tried and ac-companied their
letter with a report on this chemical. Copies of this report
will be made available to the Department of Agriculture
"and C.S.I.R.O.
The Mildura Go-operative Fruit Company had made
available to the Department of Agriculture a sample of
fruit washed in a solution containing Tween 20. This
sample had been forwarded to Mr. Jewell for residue
analysis and report which, however, had not yet been
received.
A copy of the Food Standard Committe,e's report on
emulsHying and stabilising agents was in the hands of
the Committee Chairman who would rotate it to C.S.I.R.O.
and the Department of Agriculture.

Oidium.
The Department of Agricultur·e· hoped to be in a position to· submit a more detailed report on control at the
next meeting. G.S.I.R.O. would likewise make enquiries.
The Committee wishes to be in a position to let growers
have a report on 'the best method to adopt to control
oidium•. Following upon certain complaints by growers
that fruit had been -lost by sulphur burning following a
sulphur dusting, Mr. Biggs reported that full diredions
concerning sulphur dusting appeared in the Vine Spray
Programm~ published by the Department.
Following upon the spread of Californian Puncture
Weed and 3 Corner Jacks throughout the district, the
Secretai'y was instructed to write the Department of
Agriculture and C.S.I.R.O. to see if definite recommendations can be made for the control of these two
weeds and also Nut grass and Blue weed. Many drying
greens have heavy growth of puncture weed and 3 corner
jacks and these are fast becoming a menace to the
Industry.
Suggestions were made regarding the use of soil
Sterilisers of the C.M.U. type but it was pointed out
that certain weeds are an advantage on a drying green
and the_ use of a complete soil steriliser would, whilst
preventing the g·rowth of noxious weeds, also destroy
those which were beneficial and helpful in keeping down
the dust.
Mr. Biggs repot'ted that his Department had tried
Diptrex as a spray last year with Success. This year,
however, it- was almost impossible to find racks infested
with Vinegar Fly and very little work had been done on
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this season's fruit. Some trials were now being undertaken and it was hoped to report further at the next
meeting.
The Secretary reported on an interview he had had
with Chemical Materials Ltd. on the question of ·dust
control on drying greens. The company was interested in
the problem.
The Secretary was requested to ask C.S.I.R.O. to see
if ·any information could he obtained which would allow
steel dip tanks and galvanised iron dip tanks to be
treated for rust prevention. It was pointed out that steel
dip tanks in particular are' frequently used for both hot
and cold mixtures.
It was agreed thit any problems connected with dipping and drying should be referred to the Mildura District Dipping Committee as duplication of such work was
undesirable. The Pl'oduction Problems Committee offered
its full co-operation.

Pests.
A bird sca1~er device constructed by a Mr. Bingham 1 of
the Swinburne Technical Gollege, for testing has been

sent to Mr. Hallett Thmnas, Chairman 1 Miidura :Bird Pest
Committee.

*

*

*

*

Following on letters which had been sent to the various
State Dried Fruits Boards that they take steps to have
declared as noxious weeds burr-casting· plants, as the
burrs when found in fruit were most difficult to remove
and resulted in complaints being received from consumers, 1·eplies have been receiv·ed by the Board -of
Management from
-Victorian Dried Fruits Board expressing concern at
the seriousness of the problem. The Board intended
to approach the Victorian Department of Agriculture and also discuss with other State Boards the
need for uniform action.
-S.A. Dried Fruits Board advising that enquiries were
afoot.
·
-N.S.W. Dried Fruits Board stating that members
would dis·cuss the matter at their May meeting.
-W.A. Dried Fruits Board intimating that there was
no prevalence of burrs in Western Australian fruit.
The' Association's letter had, however, been referred
to the Department of Agriculture.

HINTS TO GROWERS
Check over your harvest gear before you stow it away.
Tractor ~quipment and spray units should be checked
over now.
Check ove1' yom drainage system and make any necessmy
maintenance.
Order vine replacements early,
Before commencing pruning check the C.S.I.R.O. bud
count and prune accordingly.

Don't forget" the zinc swab at pmning for vines showing
zinc deficie1JCy.

It is not too early to check on your frost protection
ne<eds now,

While pruning watch for signs of Vine Scale, Vine
Mite and the scars of Oidium and plan treatments where
necesSary. ("Mallee Horticulture Digest," April-June,
1958.)
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ROBINVALE PRODUCERS'
CO-OPERATIVE COMPANY LTD.
ROBINVALE

DRIED AND FRESH FRUIT PACKERS
Suppliers of all fruit growers' requisites

Agents for

T. & G. LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY LTD •.
Shell Products
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ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANY LTD.
Sunshine & Harvey

Impl~ments
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fi>.JW.ductio.n and Jlttwtlieting
PACKS AND ALLOCATIONS, 1958
Vine Fruits
A tentative estimate by the Board in April placed the
pack at 86,346' tons (Currants, 11,184; Sultanas, 67,752;
Raisins, 7410).
The following allocations (including reserves for the
Commonwealth market) were made:Market

Commonwealth
Export

Currants
tons

Sultanas
tons

4,500
6,684

13,000
54,752

Raisins
tons

Total
tons

4,200 21,700
3,210 64,646

11,184
67,752
7,410 86,346
In Season 1957 20,678 tons (the highest since 1951)
were sold on the home market, but there was an appreciable carry-over into 1958 by wholesalers and retailers
and this has been r-eflected in the slower sales in the first
months following the release of new season's fruit. Sales
made to April this year were 2113 tons, as against 3_326
tons last year.
It is anticipated that as old season's stocks are consumed the demand will increase.

Tree Fruits
April A.D.F.A. estimates showed these approximate. _
varietal packsApricots . .
544 tons
Peaches . .
442 tons
Pears . . . .
84 tons
Nectarines . . .
39 tons
These tonnages showed increa&es over the estimates
at January of 80 tons for Apricots; 201 tons for Peaches;
30 tons for Pears; and 10 tons for Nectarines.

Apricots. No exports have been· permitted. The entire
pack is to be retained for the Commonwealth market,
and initial deliveries were set at 60 per cent. of the
quantity delivered for Season 1957. The balance- of the
pack has now been rel•eased and Agents have been asked
to use discretion in selling so th~t districts in the Commonwealth which cannot obtain supplies of fresh fruit
are given adequate consideration.
There has been a strong demand by the home- market,
and it can be virtually accepted that the entire pack
has •been sold.
Peaches, 45 per cent. of the pack is to. be !'>etained f!)r
the Commonwealth market. The balance may be exported
at prices equal to or better than Commonwealth prices.
Pears and Nectarines. Agents may export and no
specific quotas have been set. Exports are subject to
Agents ensuring that the Commonwealth market and
Services are kept fully supplied.

Prunes
Estimated A.D.F.A. pa-ck at March was 1201 tons
(p.w.). This compares with 1423 tons (p.w.) in 1957.
The entir·e pack is to be retained for the Commonwealth.
-D-istribution by States in 1957 and 1956.
Season 1957 Season 1956

South and Western Australia
New South Wales, Victoria,
Queensland and Tasmania .

26.21%

14.67%

72.10%-

51.85%

Total C-ommonwealth . . . . .
98.31 o/o
66.52%
Total production packed in tins and/ or cans was
95.4%; in boxes (--dry pack), 2.4%; in cartons and/or
packets, 2.2%.

MARKETING REVIEW OF RAISINS
FOR SEASON 1958
Estimated Pack.
Estimates ·supplied by packing houses as at 11/4/1958
showed that the pack is- likely to reach 7410 tons, and
will .come from the following States:
Victoria and New .South Wales (River
6',245 tons
Murray) . . . . . .
South Australia . . . . . .
1,155 tons
Western Australia . . . . . . . .
10 tons
7,410 tohs
From a :further review made since 11th April this
tonnage is considered to be approximately the final
pack.
Production for Season 1957 was 5509 tons.

Allocation to Markets.
First consideration has been giv·en to the requirements
of the Commonwealth market. After reserving sufficient
Raisins to more than meet the likely demand the balance
has been allocated to the Export Control Board for
export. Respective allocations as at 21/4/1958 were:
Commonwealth market
4,200 tons
For export . .
3,210 tons
7,410 tons
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The Commonwealth market allocation will be reviewed
at ea-ch meeting of the Board of Management in the
light Of progress sales and trade reports, on the demand
trend.
Should it be found as the season progresses that 4200
tons is obviously too much for the home market further
regulated allocations for -export will be made based on
the_ need(.a) To ensure that sufficient stock is held in Australia
to satisfy the trade until Season 1959 Raisins
are available.
(b) To ensure that an unwieldy surplus is not held
too late in the season, thus losing the opportunity
in overseas markets of advantageous disposal.

Market Conditions.
The .Commonwealth Market. The allocation of 4200

tons is considered to be in excess of what can actually be
sol<l. The tonnage, therefo11e, includes a reserve (a) for
a possible drop in the pack whi-ch must be always guarded
against and, (b) for an unforeseen demand --as the
season progresses.
It is necessary to assess this market's requirements on
net consumption figures by taking into account the
quantity of unsold stock in the hands of the wholesale
trade at the end .of the season, Thus,
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-Photo by courtesy of P. & 0. Company.

Messrs. A. Crichton, Managing Director, and L. HedleyeProle, Import Frei~ht Manager, of the P. & 0. Company
chat with George Ranger and Bert Mills of our London AgenCy at a luncheon given by the P. & 0. on ulberia"
recently. Would it be that those glasses contain something made from our distillery fruit?

-at the end of Season 1956 unsold stocks stood at
118 tons.
-at the end of Season 1957 unsold stocks stood at
410 tons.
Despite the rumours circulating around Ch1·istmas
1957 that Raisins were in short supply it is t-o be noted
that wholesalers were carrying 292 tons more in unsold
sto.cks at the- end of 1957 than at the end of 1956. There
was, in fact, no shm•tage on the home market.
It should be noted that the 410 tons of unsold stock
at the end of 1957 ·reached the retail and manufacturing
trade in eady 1958 and t-o that extent have an effect -on
early sales of new season's Raisins.
Net consumption figures for Seasons 1956 and 1957
were:
1956
3,305 tons
1957
4,006 tons
Using these tonnages as a guide and allowing for 410
tons of unsold 1957 Raisins to enter the 1958 market
it is anticipated that maximum: sales of 1958 fTuit will
be 40_00 tons. If such is achieved then the home market
will have purchased
Unsold stocks for 1957
410 tons
4,000 tons
Estimated sales of 1958 fruit
4,410 tons
less car'ry-over sto-cks into Season 1959. This cany-over
can only be guessed at, but if net consumption for 1958
is approximately the same as for 1957 it would be in
the r.egion of 400 t-ons-. This carry-over seems high as
wholesalers may be most wary in the quantities they
hold and estimated sales may be lower than anticipated
in consequence.
It seems that the present r~serve for the C'ommonwealth market is 200 tons in excess of the market's
potential and that this quantity will be allocated for
export about June. A further export all-ocation would
be necessary later if Commonwealth sales do not reach
the anticipated level.
Export Markets. The' allocation bf 3210 tons has been'
allotted by the Export Control Board as foll-ows:
Canada . .
900 tons
New Zealand . .
800 tons
United Kingdom .
1,510 tons
3,210 tons
To -permit the United Kingdom to .receive some 1500
tons Ganada's p'roportion had to be reduced from 1000
tons, and New Zealand's fr-om 900 tons.
These quantities are for unseeded fruit. Each market
has to carry its own seeding· loss fonnag·e so that those
quantiUes of Seeded 1Raisins which are exported have
to be reduced by the appTopriate seeding loss.
Buyers' reactions in the above markets are that the
iliocations are insufficient. As the Commonwealth market
must he covered for its requirements the Export C'ontr-ol
Board is powerless to provide large'r quantities unless:
(a) There is an unexpected rise in the pack estimate.
(b) The Commonwealth market does not absorb the
quantity Teserved for it.
As mentioned earlier it is likely that a further 200
tons can be allocated for export from the Commonwealth
reserve and these will be apportioned over the three
markets.
As .was the case last season it is apparent that this
season overseas markets cannot be fully supplied. The
Export Control Board is, theiefore, again placed in the
difficult p-osition of allocating the available tonnage so
that due regard is given to
(a) The need for maintaining supplies to various overgeas markets so that the growing popularity of
Raisins is not weakened.
(b) ConsOlidating- the Industry's position in those
markets so that in the ·event of a big pack outlets
are available.
(c) Encouraging the United Kingdom: market to return to pre-war levels of buying. Before the war
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the U.K. needed 7000 tons of Raisins; its immediate potential is 3500 tons. This year's allocation ·wm be little more than 1500 tons. Australia
is, therefore, only mildly touching this marketing
outlet.
(d) Ensuring that the best possible return is obtained
for gr-owers, bearing in mind the factors mentioned in (a)- (c) above in the light of a longterm marketing programme.
New Zealand, Canada and the United Kingdom are
the only overseas markets interested in the purchase of
Raisins at payable pri0es, and it is apparent that trade
with all these countries must be fostered by an equitable
distributioiJ. of the export allocation. In consequence, no
allocation has been made to- other export markets which,
und.er normal production conditions, look to Australia for
some, at least, of their needs.

Prices and Returns.
In the Commonwealth market a price rise was taken
at the commencement of Season 1958. This rise ranged
from 2d. lb. for 6.- and 5-crown to 1:ld. lb. for ·an other
gmdes, and for grades used for seeding. The bulk price
for Seeded Raisins was increased by 2d. lb.
As almost all Raisins sold in Australia are in seeded
fOrm the increase which would most directly affect
growers' returns is 1~d. lb.
Based on the ,estimate that 4-000 tons will be sold in
the C'ommonwealth this year the average F.O.B. return
is assessed at £132 per ton.
To Canada F.O.B. qu-otations have been given at £105
per ton sterling which after brok-erage and discount,
commission, etc., converts to £118 per ton Australian
F.O.B. Last year the Australian F.O.B. equivalent was
£103 per ton.
Quotations to New Zealand aTe ·on a net F.O.B. basis
of £117 Australian. Last year the F.O.B. basis was £111
per ton.
Of the 1510 tons allocated to the United Kingd-om
seeded Raisins (equal to 1300 tons unseeded) will be
offered at not less than £155 sterling per ton and 200
tons of unseeded <Raisins will ·be offered at not less than
£130 per ton. The average F.O.B. return in Australian
currency is assessed at ,£126 per ton.
Calculated on the present allocations of, the pack to
the C-ommonwealth and various Export markets the
assessed average sweatbox return (4 crown basis) for
Season 1958 will be £98 per ton Australian.

General.

'
It is advisable
to conclude this report by surveying
potential production and market absorption. The following briefly shows the position:
(a) The annual producti-on potential from present
Gordo and Waltham vine plantings is 16,000 tons.
P-otential means that this tonnage could be
achieved in a good season for these varieties and
for wine grapes when wine'ries are abl·e to almost,
if not entirely, satisfy their needs from wine
grapes and diversion from drying of fresh G-ordos
arid Walthams is at a minimum.
(b) The average annual pToductioh for the last 25
y,ears (1934-1958) is 7550 tons.
(c) The pTesent annual conSumption potential is
9000 tons.
(d) If the United Kingdom returns to its pre-war
level of buying the consumption p-otential -could
rise to 10,000 t-ons.
(e) Production over the last 25 years has been subject
to extTeme peaks and valleys ranging from 13,999
tons in 1954 to 2444 tons in 1950. With the exception of five seasons, production during the 25
years has never been more than the c-onsumption
potential of 9000 tons.
(f) The seasons in which actual pToduction exceeded
potential consumption are as' follows and the
conditions at that time are annotated:
AUSTRALIAN DRIED FRUITS NEWS
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Season

Production

1941

Annotation

10·, 779 tons

These were war years when
diversion to wineries was regulated by the Commonwealth
Government. Demand, due to the
l~equirements of
the se·rvices,
was abnormally high and the
normal potential consumption of
9000 tons cannot be taken as a
yardstick.
Sales of wine to the United
King'dom fell because of the
tariffs imposed. Generally, sales
of wine fell due to various r·eaw
sons (e.g., beer supplies became
more plentiful, weak sales promotion by the wine trade, heavy
unsold storages from previous

1942 . 10,161
1944

10,678

1953

11,191

1954

13,999

"

"
"

"

(h)

vi~tages).

(g) The immediate outlook for wine and brandy is
good. Excise duty has been reduced, as -have the

INTERSTATE CHARGES, 1958
The following new retention rates have been set by
the Board and supersede those quoted in the "News"
(OctoberwDecember, 1957, page 66).

Victoria and New South Wales
(River Murray)
South Australia

£4

5

£5 10

0 per ton

0 per ton

DISTILLERY FRUIT.
The Australian Wine Board cannot support The
A.D.F.A.'s suggested approach to the Minister for cu·stoms that Buck Currants be excluded from the prohibition to sell dried g;rapes for distillation without the
permission of the Minister. The Wine Board has suggested that a practical means of dealing with the disposal
-of Buck Currants is to ascertain early in each season

the quantity available so that the Wine' industry can
ascertain if' it is possible to accept them for distillation.
It has been decided to ask Packers' Associations tO
supply the quantities of Dried Fruit by varieties available for distillation thjs season and then to apply to the
Minister for a release.

UNIFORM PETROL PRICES
In accordance with Federal Council's request an approach has been made to the oil companies through the
Petroleum Infmmation Bureau. The request for a uniform price throughout a State and inter-State, where
districts are reasonably adjaeent to one another, has been
refused on the grounds that
-metropolitan prices would rise substantially;
-metropolitan us,ers (including a large section -of
secondary industry) would strongly object;
-supplies to distant points would become unecOnomi-

cal and oil companies would tend to withdraw
country supplies and concentrate -on more profitable
areas;
-price control still exists in two States and any move
towards uniformity would involve long and tortuous
negotiations with price authorities of State Governments.
Details of the correspondence have been sent to
Branches, District Councils and Federal Gouncil delegates.

TRACTORS
Mildm·a District Council has suggested that legislation
be introduc>ed to ensure that all models of tractors be
subjected to standard efficiency tests before sale.

As a preliminary to furthering this proposal the Victorian Minister for Agriculture is to be approached and
the General Secl'etary will confer with the engineering
faculty at the Melbourne University.
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AURORA PACKING COMPANY PTY. LTD.

';______.!.

_-;

PACKERS OF ALL VARIETIES OF DRIED AND CITRUS FRUITS

~

Irymple, Merbein and Red Cliffs

~

~

Head Office: Irymple

~

i

"Aurora for Service." We Supply All Growers' Requisites.

!

Branches at
;

;
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GRADES AND GRADE FIXING
Departmental regulations have be,en altered so that
grades now ·range from 1 crown to 6' crown. These alterations have been made to facilitate sales in export markets. They are ·explained as follows
-The
-The
-'rhe
-The
-The

previous
p'revious
previous
previous
previous

Plain grade
1 -crown is
2 crown is
3 crown is
4 crown is

is now 1 crown.
now 2 crown.
n-ow 3 crown.
now 4 crown.
now 5 crown,

-The previous 5 crown is now 6 crown (Sultanas
only).
-A new 6 crown grade has been added for Currants.
'l'he personnel of the W .A. Grade Fixing Gommittee
has _been altered so as to allow the inclusion of packing
house supervisors or f01·emen with detailed processing
knowledge.
MeSsrs. A. Zilko (Swan Settlers' Co-op,
Association Ltd.) and J. Della (West Swan Packing
House) have joined the Committee. Mr. A. G. Watt, re::.
p'resenting the Export Control Board, has -been appointed
non-voting Chairman and Convenor.

STABILIZATION PLAN
Since Federal Council last year this important matter
has again been raised with the Minister for Primary
Industry.
DeV'elopments up to December were reported in the
last issue of the "News" and negotiations since then
have been a visit by The A.D.F.A. Board Chairman, Mr.
R. M. Simes, M.B.E., to the Minister :i.n Canberra and
exploratory discussions with Departmental officers.

Government- Policy.
The Minister's reaction to the latest representations
of The A.D.F.A., based upon the nmmal concept of
stabilization, was that the last scheme offered was considered by the Government _to be generous. The- Minister
has grave doubts whether it can- be made more generous,
and whether a practical scheme for Raisins can b€! put
forward.. The present proposal represents a scheme which
had been submitted to the Government thre-e years ago
and had not been accepted. This attitude indicated a
categorical "No" to The A.D.F.A.'s latest repres,entations.
If new facts could be put fo'rward by The A.D.F.A.
they would be considered, but at the present time the
GoVernment's view was that ~<give-or-take" met the
criteria of a normal stabilization scheme. Peaks and valleys of returns representing normal seasonal fluctuations
were largely met by an Industry and only in abnormal
circum('ltances did the Government come in as guarantor.

Government's Limited Powers.
The Department's officers have stated that
(a) Production is a State matter. The Commonwealth
can do nothing to control it.
(b) Sales cannot be stabilized by the Cominonwealth.
Intra-State sales are a State 'responsibility, Interstate sales are- governed by Section 92. The Commonwealth has some -contl·ol over export.

(c) Prices obtained did not always mean a return of
costs of production. To the extent that a measure
of stability can be achieved by the Industry then
the Commonwealth has some control. The A.D.F.A.
has asked why g'rowers should produce at less
than costs of prod-uction, but a Stabilization Plan
did not,mean ther·e could be unlimited production
whi-ch could be sold at whatever prices the Industry liked.

Further Approaches by The A.D.F.A.
The Government contends that the onus rests with the
Industry to provide eff•ective arguments to take to the
Minister. The Government has examined all factors and
one of these is the arithmetic of a scheme. No matter how
benevolently disposed the Government might be to an
Industry it cannot accept a scheme of permanent subsidisation. But to emrphasise the arithmetic is only one
factor. The Dried Fruits Industry is only one -of a whole
rang-e of industri·es seeking- Stabilization Plans. In the
Dried Fruits Industry Plan regard must be given to various factors relating to other industries.
This view, as put forward by the Government representatives, did not construe that under a conventional
stabilization scheme the Government wished to avoid a
pay-out. A sound stabilization scheme endeavoured to
give mechanics whereby the valleys of levels of returns
were prevented as becoming as deep as they might. The
general concept of an orthodox sta:bilization scheme put
forward by' the Commonwealth was one under which in a
good, or not disastrous, year the stabilization arrallgemrents would themselves protect the Industry without any
Commonwealth subvention and the Industry nllght make
some provision against a bad season. It _would -only be
expected that 1~nder unforeseen or disastrous conditions,
and when the Industry's own powers Pl'OV·ed inadequate,
that the Commonwealth would need to contribute to
the scheme.

~-------------------------------------------------------·

RENMARK FRUITGROWERS'
CO-OPERATED LIMITED
RENMARK
A Company Owned and Controlled by the Growers of Renmark for the Co-~perative Packing and
Processing of Dried Fruits
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- · - Dried and Fresh Fruit ~
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Raisins.
The Industry must convince the Government of its
position for the next five years. History of past pToduction tended -towards the Government's viewpoint,
although the Chairman has pointed out that ceTtain
historical aspects need not necessarily be the same for
the next five years. The A.D.F'.A. has been requeste-d to
:present its case as fully as possiMe.

Re-survey of Costs.
The request for a re-survey based on 100 samples
would, a•ccording. to B.A.E., ·be difficult to carry out, for
after eliminating Sideline income properties it would be
hard to se}ect 100 pure Dried Fruit properties in the
Sunraysia area in the ·range of 15-35 acres so as to produce an average of 18 acres-.
B.A.E. could not hope to get a nearer result than that
already ascertained. B.A.E. had complete faith in the
result from 50 properties. 17 per cent. of Sunraysia
growers had less than 15 acres of vines. A 20 per cent.
sample showed an average of 18.3 acres.
The following showed how average acreages moved
as samples of various siz.ed properties were removed from
the survey;
-The average overall property was 22.5 acres
-By removing properties over 35 acres the average
became 21.3 acres.
-By remoVing properties over 30 acres the average

becam-e 20.'3 acres.
-By removing properties over 25 acres the av.erage
became 18.0 acres.
B.A.E. has stated that 100 samples would give no
different result to that obtained from the 50 samples.
B.A.E. has been requested to give 1956 and 1957 production, yields and average incomes of the original 50
samples so that their incidence can be examined further.
The Chairman has given to the Board an analysis of
average acreage and income movements as extracted from
the original 50 saiUples. This show~d that 58 per cent.
of growers were not covered for adequate owner-operator
allowance either un·der full costs of production or under
"give-or-take" as their costs and living· were met on
average. This aspect strengthens The A.D.F1.A.'s view
that a full cost of production scheme is nec-essa1·y.

Board's Decisions.
1. That a re-survey based on 100 samples was not now
required.
2. That the Government be pressed again for a full
cost of production scheme base-d on the data prepared ·by
the Chairman.
3. That Raisins be included in the scheme as past history· indicated that over a cycle of 25 years production
had been such that the Government could not contend
Raisins had consist-ently been over-produced.
4. That B.A.E. supply details of costs as at 31/3/1958
according to the index mo.vements.

CROP LOSS INSURANCE
This matter has been referred to from time to time ,
in issues of the "News" and recently a 1·eview by the·'
Board Chairman presented to Federal Council 1956 (see
October-December, 1956 "News," page 13) was sent
through the Department of Primary Industry to the
Commonwealth Insurance Commissioner for examination.
In publishing the Commissioner's -comments it should
be noted that his consideration of the- scheme has been
completely academic. He was aware that the scheme was
submitted to him on an informal bf,lsis and was not a
submission to the Gove'rnment.
Commissioner's Comments.
41
The scheme as proPosed is scarcely insurance in its
a-ccepted sens·e of providing an .indemnity against an
actual loss arising from a specific risk. It appears to be
more in the nature of a plan to guarantee Dried Vine
Fruit producers a. minimum income on the basis of actual
acreages, the high 1953-55 av•erage yields per acre and
current guaranteed prices, partly by contributions from
the industry (by higher-prices) to be a common pool and
apparently partly by c-ommonwealth subsidies.
"I do not know whether the Commonwealth would,
or would not, ·be prepa11ed to subsidise such a scheme.
If the Commonwealth were Pl'epared to do so, the figures
included in review received considerRbly understate the
cost involved.
11
If the Scheme is to be self-supporting the proposed
p'remium rate of £.-101 per ·ton is, OJ:l the result shown in
the review, clearly inadequate. The loss of £1.4 m. in
six years in the review is, moreover, understated, because:
(a) No allowance has been madelfor expens-es of m3.n. agement and commission (if any) or for the need
to establish the reserves required to cope with the
variations- in the level of claims from year to
year; and
(b) The daims in the six years are almost certainly
understated as they have been calculated on the
net overall shortage of tonnage in each year.
The net shortage as shown in the review is the
total shortage of tonnage for the year for those
growers who did not reach their 1953-55 average,
Jess the- tonnage produced in excess of their 1953-
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55 averages by 'more fortunate grow.ers. In practice, claims would be paid on the total shortage
not the n.e-t shortages as in the review. For example, the yield of Raisins for the second year
in the review is shown to be only six tons in excess
of the -average and claims ai·e assumed as nil.
However, it is inconceivable that no claims would
have been made by Raisin growers in that year.

High Rate of Premium.
"The main factor in the high rate of premium which
would be required for the proposed scheme is the adoption of the high Yi·elds in 1953-55- as a basis for valuation
of losses. This basis is quite unrealistic for an insurance
scheme as claim payments should be related to the 1oss
actually incurred. or to the best, possible estimate of that
loss.
"The premium requh·ed if the 1953-55 average yields
were adhel'ed to would, in fact,. be so high that I have
considerable doubts whether the s-cheme as proposed is ·a
practical proposition. In any event, is a uniform premium
justified? On the basis of the review (i.e., ignoring expenses, contributions to reserves and the understatement
of daims) the premium per class would be:
Currants
£6 per ton
SUltanas
£15 per ton
Raisins , .
£10 per ton
HJ have not examined in detail the modifications which
would be required to develop a practical insurance
scheme, as discussions with your Department and the
Association would first be necessary.
"Crop insurance schemes have be·en introduced in
U.S.A. and no doubt elsewhere. It would be of considerable value to any future discussions if particulars of the
basis of such schemes, the methods of operation, and their
financial experience, could be obtained. I attach an extract from an American insurance publication which
gives some indication of the American position."

The American Scheme.
The plan provides for wheat crop insurance, The in~
surance is entirely vo1untary with the farmer, who has
the privilege of insuring either 50 or 75 per cent. of his
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average yield. Premiums are based on histori~al and
apprais·ed crop loss· records for individual farms, and the
farmer is protected against all unavoidable hazards. These
hazards include drought, flood, hail, wind, winter killing, lightning, tornado, insect infestation, and plant disease. Also included are losses caused by frost, fire, storm,
animal pests, excessive or deficient moisture, and incursion of animals. To make the coverage in fact Hall risk,''
the provision, "any other avoidable cause not excluded
herein," is made a part of the contract. The specific exclusions under the Act are neglect or malfeasance of the
producer and failure to re-seed in areas and under cir-

Clilmstances -where it is customal'Y to re-seed. In addition,
the following exdusions frOm the coverag·e appear:
damage to quality and loss in yield caused by overpasturing; overplanting; use of defective seed; and
failure properly to prepare the land, s-eed, harvest,
thresh, o·r care for the crop.
The federal crop insurance programme is not a subsidy programme and it is expected that, over a period of
years, pr·emiums collected will be sufficient to pay indemnities. The costs of administration borne by the
Gove'rnment are regarded as a contribution toward the
stabilization of agriculture.

JOTTINGS
The Tree Fruits Committee has recommended that all
processors be requested to treat Peaches with Sorbitol
for Agents have found difficulty in making advantageous
sales whep diff·erent f-orms of treatment are made by
different processors.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Development of the natural growth of retail packets
for Dried Vine Fruits in Australia is b~ing watched and
will be reported on in August. The Board will then examine all disadvantages and advantages.
March conditions in the Australian grocery trade are
interesting (National Bank's Summary for April).

New South Wales: "Foodstuffs generally sold well,
but luxury lines in the food and other departments were
slower to move."
Victoria: "The grocery trade continues the trend to
self-service and food purveyors report good trade but
mainly for essential lines. Ample stocks of commodities
are available and, as a consequence, some grocery concerns now limit their stock holdings to approximately ten
days' requirements."
Western Australia: 11 C'ompetition amongst dealers in
:food and provision lines is still gTeatly in evidence, partiocularly in the gTocery trade."

OVERSEAS
UNITED KINGDOM.
Fh·Ht ar1•ivals of South African Thompsons Seedless

came to hand during April and the quality is excellent.
The appearanc·e of the fruit can he described as identical
with Californian rrhompsons to the extent that the uninitiated would be unable to te1l the difference. (Public
Ledger, 26/4/1958.)

*

*

*

*

Imports for 1957 have risen to 124,102 tons which
is about the pre-war l·evel. The Smyrna Sultanas are
partly responsible fOr this increase and their imports of
24,929 tons is the highest figure since 1930.
The import of Spanish Raisins has also increased c-onside'rably, mainly due to the failure of the Australian
crop, and their imports of 2207 tons is the highest figure
since 1936. (Export Control Board, 3/2/1958.)

"'

U.K. Imports

*

Currants . . , . . .
Sultanas . . . . . .
Raisins . . . . . . . .

*

1956
48,832 tons
53,431 ,
3,393 ,,

*

1957
44,698 tons
75,623 "
3,781 "

Total . . . . . . . .
124,102
105,6'56 "
Australia's proportions of these imports were:- "
1956
1957
Currants ..
5,753 tons
2,207 tons
30,947 ,,
Sultanas ..
24,309 "
Raisins . . . . . . . .
540 "
405 "
30,,602

33,559

"

U.S.A.

"

Home consumption of Raisins and Currants in 5-yearly
periods was, 1910, 1.4 lbs.: 1915, 1.8 lbs.: 1920, 3.4 lbs.;
1925, 2.8-lbs.; 1930, 2.1-lbs.; 1935, 2.3-lbs.; 1940, 2.6·
lbs.; 1945, 2.5-lbs.; 1950, 1.7-lbs.; 1955, 1.6-lbs.
By comparison, Australian consumption is 4.7-lbs. per
capita. (Dried Fruit Topie;s, December, 1957.)
f

*

*

*

"'

*

*

*

*

Of 83 pe"r cent. of householders who use Raisins, 64
per cent. gave health reasons. (Agricultural Marketing
Service, Deeember, 1957.)
Low temperatures earlier this month cause'd a scare
in the Raisin Industry in California; damage has been
estimated at 5 per cent. or l_ess of the coming crop but
more conservative opinion suggests prospects of a normal
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crop have =been lessened significantly by the frosts.
(California Fruit News, 3/5/1958.)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Unofficial .estimates are that in excess of 5000 acres
of Thompson Seedless rootings have been planted in
California this spring, and the non-bearing acreage may
now be running as high as 20,000 acres. This upward
trend in Raisin variety plantings is causing some concel'll
in the industry·. (CalifOl'nia Fruit News, 12/4/1958.)
Increas-ed competition for shelf space and retail sales
make more intensive promotion a must. The number of
retail grocery items had increased to 6000 by 1958 with
indications of an increase to 12,000 by 1962.
The increased assessment, in a normal crop year, would
produce a total of about $1 million for Rajsin advertising
and promotion. (California Fruit News, 22/3/1958).
C'alifornia Raisin shipments to the trade in U.S. and
Canada continue to exceed those of the first half of last
season. Domestic shipments for the season to March 1
totalled 94,072. tons, 1835 tons above those made during
the sa~e period a year ago. (California Fruit News,
15/3/1958.)

CANADA.
There Were considerable quantities of U.S. Prunes
and U.S. and Spanish Dried Apricots available in all
centres visited and from obse'rvations the quality of the
Apricots could not compare with the Australian product. There may he market possibilities for Australian
supplies of Dried Apricots. (Report by Australian Trade
Commissioner on a visit to Prairie Provinces, April,
1958).
.

SPAIN.
The 1957 Spanish Raisin pack is estimated at 14,300
short tons, that is, 13 per cent. less than the 16,500 tons
produced in the previous year. During the first four
months of the 1957-58 marketing season, commencing
September 1st, Spanish •Raisin exports totalled 5523 tons.
Finland, largest single purchaser, took 1392 tons. In the
1956-57 season exports amounted to 7775 short tons.
Algeria led in purchases with imports of 1363 tons. Finland was second with 1153 tons. (F-oreign Crops and
Markets, 10/3/1958.)

SOUTH AFRICA.
The following are estimates of exp01t availability of
South African dried fruit this season: Raisins, 2800 tons;
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Thompson Seedless, 1700 tons; unbl-eached Sultanas,
1650 tons; bleached, 600 tons; Currants, ·900 tons;
Pl·unes, 2600 tons; Peaches, 800/900 tonS; Apricots,
570 tons. Exports of Apricots wiH all he· to the U.K.
undel' contract. (Australian Trade Commissioner, JohannesbUTg, 23/4/1958.)

TU.RKEY.
In an endeavour to induce packers to exercise care in
the handling of their Sultanas the Turkish Government
has authorised an added subsidy payment for extra-Clean
shipments of 5 Kut•us per Kilo-which works out at
£3/16/6d. Aust. per ton. It may be that some such plan
may have to be evolved for Australian growers and
packeTs to overcome the problem of grit in Sultanas
whicl)- many buyers complain of. (Dried Fruit Topics,
March, 1958.)
Reports from Iz1hir indicate a crop of 90,000 short
tons of Sultanas this year with -conservativ~ estimates
placing the figure rather lower. Rain and hot weather
could stiH damage the crop but the dangerous winter
season has passed without any damage to vineyards.
Production last year was of the order of 58,000 short
tons. (California Fruit News, 3/5/1958.)

FOR THE

PROTE(JTION
OF YOUR ESTATE
AND YOUR

DEPENDANTS

GREECE.
A recent .repo.rt from Greece discloses that tP.e 1957
Currant crop was estimated at 80,140 tons. Shipments to
31st December were 41,353 tons, England being the principal buyer at 29,610 tons, Holland was next with 5712
tOns. Substantial forward sales had been recorded for
shipment in 1958 and it was hoped that the crop would be
cleared by April. It was hoped alsO- to effect some sales
of canyover 1956 crop of which 14,000 tons of good
quality was available.
Prices paid to growers for Gurrants ranged from £70
to £80 per ton. Costs of processing, packing and transport
were £20 per ton; Marine freight and Insurance £9 per
ton. (Dried Fruit Topics, March, 1958.)

ARGENTINE.
The 1958 pack of dried Peaches and Pears may amount
to only 100 short tons each -compared with 600 and 700
tons respectively in 1957. Average production 1951-55
was 1800 tons of dried Peaches and 600 tons of Pears·,
Despite increases in both of the crops, main reasons foi'
the fall in production are the attractive prices offered by
the canning industry and other outlets, and hand labpur
for the drying process has become more expensive each
year. (~'ruit Notes, 8/4/1958.) 1

CHILE.
1957~58

Product'ion

Prunes

P'etaches
Cling Freestone

Tons produced . . .
5,200
56"0
220
Exports . . . . . . .
3,500
50
30
Home Consumption .
1, 700
510
190
(Information supplied by Mr. E. Brecht, of Fresno,
California, who says the Cling Peaches that are dried
are those that are unfit for canning. They are lye or
caustic soda dipped to l'·emove the skin and are then
sUlphured ~nd dehydrated.)

JAPAN.
Normal consumption is about 8500 tons, yet 5000
tons have been imported in 1957. Sources of supply were
-Greece, 3200 tons; Turkey, 500 tons; U.S.A., 700 tons;
Iran, 100 tons; China and Hong Kong, 500 tons. Due to
overstocking, sales had to he made at prices lower than
import cost. Buyers were hesitant to order further supplies till stocks were reduced. The allocation by the
Japanese Treasury for dried fruit imports-October,
1957 to March, 1958 was: Greece $(U.S.A.)500,000;
Turkey $100,000; Australia $140,000.
(Dried Fruit
Topics, December, 1957.)

DENMARK.
The Dried Fruit Association of California has been
informed by a Copenhagen, Denmark, firm that new
regulations to he issued by Danish health authorities
will pe·rmit 3500 parts per million of sulphur in all
dried fruits.
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give careful thought to the planning of your
Will.
A senior officer of National Tr.ustees will gladly
give you advice which may prove most valuablein planning ahead for Probate and ensuring that
the provisions of your Will and the administration
of your Estate will be carried out EXACTLY as
you desire for the protection of your assets and
the welfare of your dependants.

You assume no obligation in having a confidential
discussion.. Write, ring. or. better still. call and
arrange it now.

CONSULT •••

TRUSTEES
EXECUTORS AND .AGENCY CO. OF
AUSTRALASIA LIMITED

Reg. Office: 95 QUEEN ST., MELBOURNE. MY 1781
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~Sunraysia Daily print.
A.D.F.A. PUBLICITY CONFERENCE.
Back row (l. to r.): Messrs. M. F. WhiteheaJd (N.S.W.), E. J. Hoff-man (Q'ld.), H. W. Graham (N.S.W.), L. F.
Sloggett (Vic.), F. Kleogh (S.A.), P~blicity Repr.esentatives.
Seated (1. tor.): Messrs. G. C. Kilian (Display Officer), R. B. Curtis (General Secretary), R._M. Simes, M.B.E.
(Board Chairman), Mrs. E. J. Dawson (Publicity Officer), Mr. A. M. B~rg~orf (Field Supervisor).
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~ VICTORIAN CANCER CAMPAIGN ~
An appeal has exceeded £500,000. Victorian country districts
have been asked to contribute £120,000.
Cancer claims 3660 Victorian lives every year.
Medical knowledge and treatment could have saved many of
these lives.
Many persons who suffered from this dread disease have been
saved by early medical attention.

MONEY IS MOST URGENTLY NEEDED TO FIGHT
CANCER THROUGH TREATMENT AND RESEARCH.
(This space is donated by The Australian Dried F1·uits Association.)
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FIELD REPRESENTATIVES CONFER IN MILDURA
The annual conference of field representatives was held
in March in Mildura. Representatives, namely, Mr.· L. F.
Sloggett (Victoria), Messrs. H. W. Graham and M. F.
Whitehead (New South Wales), Mr. E. ,T. Hoffman
(Queensland) and Mr. F. Keogh (South Australia) conferred with the General Secreta-ry and Messrs. A. M.
Burgdorf and G. C. Kilian ·and Mrs. E. J. Dawson (Head
Office publicity staff).
The conference was presided over by Mr. R. M. Simes,
M.B.E., Chairman of The A.D.F.A. Board of Management,
who in his opening remarks referred to the excellent -work
_already carried out by the field team.
Represen,tatives dis~ussed in detail the plans for 1958
activities on the lines approved by A.D.F.A. Federal
Council.
The approaches to be adopted are threefold. Grocery
retail trade, manufacturing trade including retailers of
cakes, and educational.
Past methods of approach to the grocery retail trade,
to schools and to cookery classes were examined to see
where improvements could be made. The range of display
material, literature, and educational charts was commented
on. Altogether a number of useful suggestions was
adopted.

It was generally agreed that grocery retailers were now
showing far greater interest in promoting the sale of
dried vine fruits and that the assistance given by A.D.F.A.
publicity was appreciated. The A.D.F.A. policy of encouraging ·consumers to look to grocery retailers as their

natural sources of domestic supply had .created goodwill
resulting in excellent co-operation by the retailers.
The plans for 1958 include-The issue of a new recipe book for housewives, a
new project booklet for school-children, students and
teachers, new showcards and posters.
-More floor display units for impulse buying in retail
stores.
-An extension of the educational theme in· schools.
-An extension of sales promotion activities to pastrycooks and other manufactUrers.
-An increase in field staff by 5 more representatives.
Considerable attention was given to the most desirable
forms of approach and types of material for the pastrycook trade.
AddresSes were given. by Mr. V. J. EdwaTds (exSecretary of the Victorian Grocers' Association) on the
self-service retail gTocery trade, and by Mr. R. Simpson,
of the British Motor Corporation, on the care and maintenance of vehicles.
As a means of providing representatives with first-hand
knowledge of production and processing an all-day tour
of the district was conducted by Mr. R. Plant, of lrymple
Packing Pty. Ltd. Various city attractions were also
visited.
Representatives returned to their various home towns
in The A.D.F.A. publicity vans so that retail calls could
be made en route.
The conference proved most helpful through an exchange
of views and ideas.

A.D.F.A. PUBLICITY ORGANISATION
Review by General Secretary at Conference
In general, three main approaches to reach the consumer will be carried out:1. Grocery retailer contact.
2. Manufacturing trade contact.
3. EdUcational.
We have been concentrating our efforts on the grocery
trade and the eduCational approach but now we are ready
to extend our activities into the important manufacturing
field. All matters we will discuss will have these three
approaches as the basis. Matters such as. administration,
materials, transport, etc. which are also on the Agenda
are essential features, supporting as they have to the
work in the field.
We will briefly refer to these three main approaches,
and then I will give some idea of what our budget funds
will permit us to do, but as a preliminary it would be
interesting to know how our funds are raised, who
authorises their collection, how a budget is prepared and
how the Board maintains executive control over the
campaign.
Finances
Our funds are raised by levy on the growers. The
entire finance for a season's campaign comes from the'
growers, and it is to them- we must answer for the
suCcess or failure of our efforts, both in the field and in
our administration.
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Obviously we cannot answer to each grower individually,
but through the medium of the_ Association's official
journal "The AustFalian Dried Fruits News," through the
Minutes of the meetings of the Board of Management,
and through circular letters from Head Office, A.D.F.A.
Branches rind District COuncils are kept abreast of our
activities and through these media growers are personally
aware of work throughout the year.
The information which is regularly mqde available is
wide and I do not know qf any other organisation which
acquaints its members of current activities to the extent
that is done by The A.D.F.A.
Organisation
The executive body of The A.D.F.A.-., is the Board of
Management. The paramount body is Federal Council.
Federal Council comprises delegates representing the
growers of all Branches. Through these delegates the
views and wishes of the great body of growers are known.
Federal Council also has delegates representing the
various packing companies. These delegates make known
the views and wishes of the processing and ·packing section
of the Industr~. Agents' representatives also form part
of the Council. Through them our marketing and distribution problems are made ktiown and their expert knowledge is available for the benefit of the' il}dustry. Finally,
the members of the Board of Management are members
of the Council. They bring to each conference their
detailed knowledge of executive proMems and are best
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It is apparent then that until E1 ederal Council authm·ises
the amount of finance which, may be expended and the
general basis on which publicity shall be conducted, plans
for a season's campaign cannot be formulated. Representatives will quickly see that the function of Federal
Council in granting finance is the same as Parliament
granting supply. Without finance no 'organisation can
operate efficiently and etrectively.
Having been granted finance_ the Board of Management
is responsible to see that it is not only expended in
accordance with the wishes of Federal Council, but is also
expended intelligently, to the utmost advantage, and
without waste.

fitted to tender advice on the varied matters which make
up the Industry.
You will see then that when Federal Council meets it
has, as its .components, representatives of each section
of the Industry and as each matter is being discussed
views of each section are _fully and ably expressed.
The decisions made by Federal Council cannot fail to
l'eflect the wishes of the whole Industry, all with the
important intention of benefiting the growers.
There is no section of the Industry's activities in which
The A.D.F.A. does not show its interest. Thus we find
at conferences of Federal Council or meetings of the
Board of Management, that Financ,e, Supplies, Research,
PrOduction, Processing, Prices, Marketing, Publicity a~d
General Administration are reviewed.
It is in regard to publicity tbat this Conference will be
mainly interested and concerned, and the following chart
will show the channels through which the wishes of the
Federal Council filter through to om· field representatives.

The Budget
It is apparent that Federal Council must receive some

guide as to what the Board considers to be a suitable and
effective campaign and some idea of what a campaign will
cost. It cannot be expected that Federal Council should
spend its limited time during- a conference in preparing in

FEDERAL COUNCIL
(The Parliament of The A.D.F.A.)

I

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
(The Executive appointed by Federal Council)

I

GENERAL SECRETARY
(Responsible to the Board for Administration)

I

. I

THE,FIELD

HEAD OFFICE

.

I

Fmance
Salaries
Accounts
Banking

Display
Designs
Exhibits
Leaflets

I

Despatch
All materials
.Leaflets
Recipe Books

Administration
Correspondence
~
Ordering materials __
General liaison

I
--------------U-n-i-ts+--------------0-t_h_e+r--------------S-t-at-i~st_i_c_s
l
Othe1i

Replts

I.

Supervisor

I

Representatives

I

Trade contacts

________J

----!-_ _ _ _1

L.___ _

Grocery trade
Manufacturing
trade

EDUC~TIONAL

(State and Private Schools)

I
Cooking Classes
Recipe books
Leaflets

Pupils & Students
Project sheets
Statistics
Industry data

As you know instructions and advices flow from Head
Office into The Field, and from The Field reports of all
kinds flow back to Head Office. The entire activities of ,
the publicity effort is then conveyed to the Board of
Management by way of reports and summaries, and the
Board decides the appropriate policy from time to time.
The General Secretary sees that this policy is put into
proper effect.
All the foregoing leads to ·the important point where
Federal Council participates. The Board .reports to each
Federal Council details of the work carried out and what
it considers should be carried out in the future. An estimate of cost is presented and this, combined with the
information on our activities forms the basis on which
Federal Council -decides to what extent _publicity must
be continued. It then aPproves finance to cover the work
it wishes carried out and sets the rate of levy which the
growers have to pay.
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Teachers
Charts
Statistics
Industry data
detail the many items which make up a campaign and
calculate their cost.
A preliminary budget is therefore prepared in considerable detail for examination by the Board before the
Federal Council meets. This Budget is prepared to allow
for a number of alternatives. Thus, if one type of campaign is considered to be desirable the cost will be so
much. If additional activities are considered necessary the
extra cost will be so much more. These alternatives are
·examined in the light of overall cost, the possible benefits
and how much the growers will be expected to contribute.
"'The Board finally decides on a suitable campaign at a
cost which growers can bear and a final budget is 'prepared and presented to Federal Council which examines
it and, perhaps, amends it. The budget is debated on and
finally, with or without amendment, is approved.
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The budget for our current campaign, 1958/59, was
presented and approved to allow for the following:(a) extending our activities to the manufacturing trade
by adding five additional field representatives.
(b) the increased team would pe1;mit more frequent
visits to grocery retailers as well as contacting
the manufacturing trade.
(c) proper concentration on specialist manufacturers.
(d) cookery demonstrations as a means of direct
approach to the consumer.
(e) the issue of the same quantities as for 1957/58 of
point-of-sale leaflets, showcards, etc., and a ti-ade
recipe service for the manufacturing trade.
(f) press advertising would remaill the same as for
1957/58.
(g) no public relations could be used.
(h) the estimated number of visits would be 16,500
for the year out of a total potential of 22,000.
This would necessitate an increase _in Head Office
staff;
(i) educational approaches would be the same as for
1957/58.
(j) purchase of extra vans for additional field personnel.
The estimated cost of these activities is placed at
£48,000. This is a large amount and as it has to be contributed by the growers it cannot be emphasised too
strongly that each of us must endeavour in all ways
possible to avoid waste and watch unnecessary expenditure. We are all experienced enough to know that publicity, unless very carefully managed and watched, can
result in unnecessary expenditure. It is the task of the
Board to watch these expenses and it is our task to assist
the Board by personally seeing that we are not wasteful.
The main responsibility, of course, rests with Head
Office and sometimes Representatives may wonder why
we are so exacting in authorising expenditure. To Head
Office too many extra shillings add up to pounds and too
many extra pounds mean that our bndget is exceede.d.
Thus, while each Representative is aware that Head
Office will always approve essential expenditure so that
our activities may be carried out efficiently and advantageously, it must always examine the media· of expenditure to assess its degree of importance and whether the
same result can be obtained through less expensive means.
A good example is printing. Here we usually obtain
check quotes and we have fOund that for an it~m like
leaflets we have saved many hundreds of pounds.
Let us see how our £48,000 will be expended.
'The Field
Representatives'
salaries,
travelling
expenses, living allowances and van
depreciation
£17,160
Literatm·e, display material and l'ecipes 13,150
Cookery demonstrations
1,490
£31,800

Advertising
Press advertisements, shows and competitions
Educational
School projects, charts, etc.
Head Office
Administration, despatch and
salaries,,material and expenses

£3,530
£950

display

Other Costs
Contingencies and separate publicity in
Western Australia
Total Estimated Expenditure
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£9,895

£1,825
£48,000

In Head Office all these main items of expense ar'e
broken down into considerable detail and our actual expenditure on each subsidiary item is watched- against the
budgetted amount.
At this stage Representatives will realise that both in
organising a campaign and in watching its cost the whole
structure is complex. The need for close liaison between
Head Office and The Field at all times is apparent, and a
greater understanding by Representatives of how Head
Office supports the vital work in The Field is absolutely
necessary.
It is hoped that this brief survey will have contributed
towards a wider understanding by Representatives of the
structure of our publicity efforts.
The Current Campaign.
We can now turn to our proposed activities during
1958/59. We will be discussing these during the Conference in greater detail so that a general survey at this
juncture is all that is necessary, Nevertheless a short
preliminary introduction will provide a gelleral background
which it iS so necessary to possess otherwise we can get
so immersed in our later detailed discussions that we may
"miss the wood because of the trees."
First, there is the extension of our activities to the
manufacturing trade. It is not necessary to say very
much for our forms of approach and the problems we
can expect to meet are to be given to you in an address
later on, and we will be fully discussing that add1·ess for
it deals with the work which Representatives will actually
carry out.
It is sufficient to say here that the manufacturing trade
is an important one and its exploitation can, with perseverance, help improve our sales in the home market,
It will not be an -easy trade to tackle and its problems
and needs are different to those of the grocery retail
trade,
We have, almost without exception, had an excellent
reception from· grocery retailers and in many respects
our task has been relatively simple. We have created
goodwill, we have provided free literature and display
material, we have built, and are continuing to build, a
feeling of confidence with the retailer that has permitted
us .to maintain our position in the competitive grocery
field. We know that our varieties of Dried Fruits must be
stocked as an almost essential item oi a housewife's
larder, and our tasl( has been to promote the greater use
of fruit by the housewife and to interest the retailer by
emphasising how his own busineSs and profits can
benefit.
The Manufacturing Trade.-

We are now going to tackle a channel of consumption
\Vhich iS in direct competition with home-baking. Alld
we have to tackle it while, at the same time, continuing
to encourage the housewife to still bake at home. The
position -is contradictory and Representatives can, without
doubt, expect to meet criticism and far more opposition
to our approaches than we have experienced with the
grocery retailer.
Representatives will find that all their tact will be
required to overcome the opposition of the manufacturer
whose great concern is costs of production and who ·will
resist increasing his costs if he can maintain turnover on
lines which are now l'eturning a good or adequate margin
of profit,
The fundamental difference between home-baking and
manufacturing can, at once, be seen. The housewife uses
fruit to indulge in her inherent desire to cook and give
her family appetising and nutritious dishes. Her purse
certainly controls the extent of her buying, but she
wouldn't know the first thing, or care, about costs of
production. In any case they don't worry her. She is not
out to make a profit. Her return on capital is the good
health and well-being of her family.
But the manufacturer is a businessma11 and he runs
his factory or bakery accordingly. A cominodity to him
is a commercial proposition and its acceptance or rejection depends on whether it is necessary to Use it. He may
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have to use it because it produces lines which the consumer demands. He may not have to use it because the
lines he now produces meet the demands of the clientele
he is catering for,
Our taSk is to convince the manufacturer that lilles
containing Dried Fruits have a demand and that he is
losing out because he doesn't use them.
We, in Head Office, have been investigating the manufacturing trade for well over a year. We have anticipated that Federal Council would eventually provide the
necessary finance and we laid our plans accordingly.
As you know we carried out surveys amoiigst manufacturers and home consumers and some of the results
we obtained have been helpful in deciding the form of
approach which Representatives will need to make.. We
can summarise those survey conclusions as follows:1. There is a resistance by manufacturers to using
Dried Vine Fruits because of the additional cost.
2. There is little g·eneral appreciation that Dried
Fruit lines can create a demand and thus improve
turnover.
3. There is quite a large section of housewives who
would prefer to buy shop-made lines to homebaking.
4, This section buys quantity for value- not always
quality for value.
5. There is an almost unlimited field to improve the
quality of manufactured lines, and to improve overcounter selling.
'
6. There is, likewise, a lack of demand by housewives
for more varied and better manufactured linesparticularly lines containing Dried Fruits.
These various conclusions are followed through far
more thoroughly in the address to be given later.
The Grocery Trade.

.Secondly, we must continue our efforts through the
grocery retailer. This is familia;r ground to you all and
it is only necessary to stress that this tt·ade is becoming
more competitive than ever. Price consciousness has
never been so apparent as it is now. It was fairly marked
before the war, but in many respects it is more intense
today. The development of the self-service store backed
by large companies with good financial resources is a
post-war evolution and constitutes a strong and, perhaps,
over-powering competition to the independent Tetailer.
The next year or so will demonstrate the extent that
competition, pricing and new sales techniques by the
large grocery organisations will have on the little man,
and whether, except in the country and outer suburbs of
cities, the independent small retailer will disappear. If
he does, more will be the pity for the independent ·retailer has given a personal service which t-he big organisations cannot give.
However, we, as a supplier of goods, have to face this
possibility and as. time progresses we may have to adjust
oUr publicity approaches accordingly.
For 1958/59 our plans are based on a continuance of
present conditions and the survival of the little man.
Educational.

~

Thirdly, we will continue our educational approaches.
In some respects this is an abstract approach but it has
its vfrtlles. Children are an important factor in ultimate
cpnsumption and their interest, even on an educational
level, is essential. Furthermore, all school-children and
those who teach them should be aware that the dried
fruits industry is part of the national economy. To inform
children and teachers of the industry is an obligation as
well as a means of commercialising our products.
We propose to continue oUr educational publicity on the
same lines and level as in 1957/58.
Field Personnel.
Five additional Representatives will be added to the
Staff. Two each will operate from ·Melbourne and Sydney,
and one from Brisbane."
This will meafl a re-casting of existing. territories and
will almost certainly pe'rmit one representative in -each
State (except South Australia) to make continuous visits
Page
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to the country. The Queensland territory can now be
extended. In South Australia the territory will need_ to
be more compact, leaving some of the country areas on
the Victorian border to be visited from Melbourne.
All Rept·esei1tatives will contact manufacturers as well
as gTocery retailers.
The additional field staff will necessitate increased
supervision by, and assistance and service from, Head
Office. It is therefore proposed to appoint a Field Supervisor who will be responsible for the work of Representatives. His work will be partly in Head Office and partly
in the field. He will carry out necessary and useful liaison
with Representatives, particularly assisting the newcomers.
A cookery demonstrator is also to be added to the staff.
It is felt that a competent female can draw customers
into retailers' stores and, by demonstration, encourage
impulse buying. In addition, cookery classes at schools
can be visited. We envisage that the demonstrator would
work in conjunction with Representatives.
Our fleet of vans will have to be increased. Originally
it was thought that Representatives could double up
(that is, two to work from one van) but it is obvious now
that to do so would mean a lot of wasted time. The extt·a
cost in depreciation more than offsets this wastage.
We plan for each State to have one reasonably heavy
van, mainly for country work, and to increase the fleet
by adding five light vans similar in type to the van used
at Head Office for city work. These five light vans would
be .used exclusively for city and near-city running.
Conclusion.
The foregoing gives a broad outline of our publicity
activities for the benefit of Representatives in their subsequent discussions. It gives every Representative the
opportunity of seeing our campaign as a whole and as
our discussions take place will allow Representatives to
appreciate the extent of importance that ea-ch item bears
to the whole campaign.
Each item is, of course, important, but· only to the
extent that its fits into the general campaign.
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THE MANUFACTURING TRADE
Address by Mr. A. M. Burgdorf, Head Office Publicity Staff
It is intended that Retail Contact Representatives will,
The work will be arduous. More so than it has been
in the near future, commence calls on the manufacturing over the past years when dealing with the grocery retrade in addition to those calls now being made on the tailers.
retail grocery trade. It is envisaged that calls on both
is going to be very difficult to get results. It may well
these trades will be done when Representatives are in ally be Itthat
an increase- in manufacturers' usage will not be
city, suburb or town.
noticeable for some considerable time, but there must be
With the extension of representation activities, addi- no relaxing in our perseverence with these calls.
tional personnel is' to be appointed.
The use of Currants, Sultanas and Seeded 1Raisins by
Representatives will appreciate that by working these the manufacturer must be increased. His usage at present
calls in conjunction with one another much time and is lagging badly. Incr.eased usage by the manufacturer has
money can be saved by the elimination of overlapping the greatest potential known at present for any substan. tial increase in consumption of Currants, SultanaS and
van mileages and reduction of travelling time.
Seeded Raisins in Australia.
It is necessary for Representatives to be able to adapt
You must secure the goodwill of the pastrycook and
themselves quickly to the particular type of call being
build '!JP his co!l-fidence it; The A.D.F.A. and its Repreconducted (i.e. grocery retailer or pastrycook), and not sentatives.
thmk you Will agree that once he is on our
to confuse in any way the story applicable to either trade. side we canI expect
results. As I said before it is not
This is most essential because of the different approaches going
to be easy, and it will not happen overnight.
which have to be made. The grocer caters almost exclu~f the Tange of go~ds baked by the pastrycook, onesively for the homebaker, but the pastrycook wants the
housewife to buy from his shop. In both cases sales and thn·d to one-half contam one or more of the varieties of
Dried Vine Fruits.
profits are important factors.
Representatives should introduce: themselves as being
A "Pep Book" which is now being compiled will assist
each representative to give to the pastrycook information, from The A.D.F.A. which is anxious to assist the pastryasSistance and guidance which will, we trust, help him to cook by providing him with advice on how to prepare and
improve his sales and profits through increased usage of use Currants, Sultanas and Seeded Raisins in ways which
will improve the quality and appearance of fruit products
Currants, Sultanas and Seeded Raisins.
he manufactures; to suggest to him that his sales of fruit
The "Pep Book" will cover all the important points lines can be improved; and to assist also by providing
which will appeal .to the pastrycook and will be of tre- Dried Vine P1·uits' information of a general nature.
mendous assistance to Representatives. The ''Gr.ocery
The approach which should be employed is that "conPep Book" has already proved this. It has helped to get
sumption of Gurrants, Sultanas and Seed·ed Raisins of
the story over.
l'ecent years per head of population in Australia has
Representatives will each Teceive a copy of the MPastry- shown an increase and OUl' records of sales figures
cooks' Pep Book" before makin'g first contacts, and this reveal that the manufactul'ing trade is not enjoyinO'
will be supplemented and supported by necessary instruc- its shai·e of this increased consumption. Figures sho:
tions from Head Office concerning the completion of the manufacturing trade usage to be falling, rather than
Report Cards, etc.
l'ising as should be expected." In othel' words, the pastryAs it is essential that all Representatives follow a simi- cook is missing out.
lar line of approach to pastrycooks this is the ideal time
Increased consumption thi-ough grocery retailers indito deal with this subject at length. The address each of cates that:you has before you will permit easy following of our
(a) The sections of consumers which home-bake are
ideas at the present time.
more Dried Fruits conscious now than since the war
ended, yet per capita, consumption is lower now
As we go through this address it is suggested you note
than before the war.
any sections on which you would like to ask questions
later.
(b) This is due to the greatly reduced usage by the
manufacturing trade. Increases in g-rocery retail
It will be remembered that some twelve months ago
1
sales are almost off-set by reduced manufacturing
RepreSentatives carried out a survey with pastrycooks.
usage.
That is the only experience so far we have had with this
class of trade,
(c) The potential for larger sales of goods containing
Currants, Sultanas and Seeded Raisins is greater
It will be remembered too, that most pastrycooks could
today than ever before.
be interviewed in the bakehouse where it is much easier
to talk because of fewer interruptions and on more of a
(d) The effect on consumption by New Australians is
man-to-man basis thus making the task, in this respect,
hard to assess. Preparations in Continental-type
a much easier one.
shops show that a fair number of lines have a substantial fruit content. On the other hand reports
We must endeavour to arouse our man, to get him
fl'om our representatives indicate that New Austrainterested in his customers and his products, and to
lians are not great users of Dried Vine Fruits.
impress upon him the necessity to have his staff push
It should be borne in mind, however, that these
sales of the high profit-earning goods. Goods rich with
people will, as time passes, acquire more and more
CUrrants, Sultanas and Seeded Raisins do produce excelliking for the Australian type foods.
lent profit returns to him. As we hav;e done with the
grocery retailer in showing him his high profit mark-up,
The apparent strengthening of sales through grocery
so will we endeavour to get and give to Representatives retailers can to some extent be attributed to the consimilar information for pastrycooks.
tinuous A.D.F.A. National Advertising Gampaign which
We know the pastrycook is going to throw at you commenced in 1953. There are, of course, other factors
comments such as "Currants, Sultanas and Seeded Raisins such as price and availability of fruit which have had an
are too dear to-day, and are not so economical to use now effect on demand.
Each of you has been advised by the Chairman of the
as they used to be." "Fruit -cakes take too long to prepare
and bake/' "When are you going to try and have the Association of the very satisfacto1·y sales increase for
Sales Tax removed?" And so on. However, I deal with Season 1957. This does not mean we are now able to sit
back and coast along. Even better results are expected
these later on.
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during Season 1958, but to achieve this means intensive
(b) Be liberal with the quantity of currants, sultanas
contacts and a widening of our efforts. We have the fruit
and seeded raisins used in eveTy mixing. The conand it must be sold.
sumers like to see plenty of fruit in the product and
fruit in liberal quantity in the article makes it more
You are all well aware of the activities of our camattractive also. The reduction of the quantities of
paign which has mainly centred on the retail side of the
fruit used in mixing cheapens the product and
market. Our plans for the manufacturing trade embrace
reduee~ the pTofit margin.
the following proposals on which discussion by the Conference is invited.
(c) The_ cost per lb. for production of fruit cake containing higher crown grade fruits as against that
Showcards. Pr-oduction of a bl'ightly coloured, strutted
for cake containing low quality fruits is very little
showcard not larger than 9 in. x 12 in. carrying an
greater.
impulse selling motif for use in shop counters and windows. Consideration could be given at a later date, or as
(d) Wash the fruit, preferably 3 times. The use of
an hrimediate alternative, to the production of a poster
clean fruit is a necessity. During these washings
for placement on interior walls or in suitable. places in
the fruit absorbs an -1amount of moisture and so
windows of cake shops.
this intake of water provides additional weight.
Leaflets. A not too frequent issue· of colourful point(e) Glycerinate fruit prior to use. Glycerine will not
of-sale leafi.ets emphasising the healthful, nutritional and
boil until a temperature of 700° F. is reached; the
general beneficial properties of Currants, Sultanas and
film of glycerine on the fruit berries retains the
Seeded Raisins and carrying a message to encourage
moisture content of the fruit and eliminates the
impulse buying.
staining of cake particles next to the fruit. This
results in a definite impr-ovement in the quality
Are there any other suitable forms of adVertising media
and appearance of the finished artide.
which could be used in these types of shops?
(f) Eliminate the use of imitation in~redients and
"Raisin Joe." No reason can be envisaged why the
substitutes by. replacement with the- real thing.
activities of ''Raisin Joe" cannot be employed on these
The overall cost would not be so much greater.
showcards and leaflets. This character could assist to
Again the quality, appearance and the selling
promote sales to the cake-buying public.
potential of the product would be further improved.
Recipes. The introduction of a Recipe Service to the
pastrycook. Recipes could be on a periodical distribution
You will see that the whole approach is on quality.
Quality must be iiD:pressed on the pastrycook.
and where applicable tO be of a seasonal nature.
Opinions expressed during recent surveys with houseThe present product of raisin bread is considered
wives and comments made by prominent manufacturing generally to be lacking in fruit content.
men during interviews reveal:is a definite market for this product and it can
(a) Fruit cake has the greatest· potential fOr increas- be There
expanded.
ing usage of Currants, Sultanas and Seeded iRaisins
Alternatively a good quality fruit loaf may meet the
by the manufacturer. More would be bought if it
was prepared more thoroughly. The general line demand. With this a better spread of fruit throughout
of block fruit cake· produced is considered to ,be of the loaf can be obtained by~-using Currants and Sultanas,
poor quality.
in addition or as an alternative to, Seeded Raisins, and
(b) We must continually impress upon the manufac- the ov•erall cost of production would be changed little.
turer the need for him to produce products of
It is felt that both a good quality Taisin loaf and fruit
quality. The consumer does not object to paying ~oaf would be popular at a reasonable price.
a little more for quality goods and she can quickly
Fruit mince- is a product which is not so popular in
recognise quality articles.
Australia as 'in many- European countries. It has many
(c) The potential for increased sales of fruit cake is
greater now, because of the falling off in popularity advantages, however, and we can endeavour to promote
of high Tatio cake preparations. Some pastrycooks its greater use.
no longer bake any high ratio cake, whilst most
The foregoing suggestions give some idea of the ways
others are producing reduced volumes of it. The and means which we have been planning to assist the
high sugar content and carbohydrates which are manufacturing trade to stop the drift of the cake-buying
all fed into the blood-stream are very satisfying public to milk bars which now sell cakes extensively.
to the body and people tire quickly of too· sweet
Other sUggestions which the pastrycook could well
an article; hence the fal1 in popularity of high ratio'
practise for his benefit are:-preparations.
-Include a proportion of Continental recipes as there
(d) There is good potential, too, for increased sales of
is a demand for this type of preparation by the New
raisin bread, yeast lines generally, and smalls,
Australian community.
especially fruit slices, fruit tarts and fruit pies.
These days, many old Australians are purchasing
(e) Use of imitation ingredients and synthetic subproducts prepared from Continental recipes.
stitutes is retarding the quality of goods produced.
-Introduction of "bars" or "logs" of fruit cake as
They leave an unpleasant taste on the palate.
replacement for the old-fashioned block cake. The
The introduction of new lines through commercial
former sell by the "whole" and this would save time
recipes which will be provided from time to time
and labour by virtue. of the cutting and weighing
will assist the pastrycook to vary his range of
necessary with the block.,
goods so as to retain the interest of the purchasing
public.
-If retention of the old-fashioned block is preferred
retail it at "a price" per piece rather than at "so
Recommendations for the production of fruit goods of
much" per pound weight.
higher quality are:-The "sampling" method of sales promotion is excel(a) Use of higher crown grades of Currants and Sullent and is one which can be applied with exceedingly
tanas together with SeedOO Raisins, in prefel"ence
good results in this type of business.
.
to the lower grades which are now w1dely used.
The
pastrycook
can,
by
effective
sales
promotion
The larger, more fleshy, more flavourful, and more
lightly coloured fruits will immediately improve methods, increase his turnover and profits. We cannot
the quality, appearance and flavour of the manu- too often emphasise to the pastrycook how his business
factuTed article. The housewife buys from the and profits can be improved by marketing more Dried
pastrycook !Soods -of attractive appearance and Fruits lines. We have followed this approach quite
successfully with grocery retailers.
quality withm her purchasing range.
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Fh·e well known range of AJAX Pumps for Industrial and Agricultural purposes is being con ..
tlnually increased so- today's requirements can be fully satisfied.
Below are recent additions

JET CENTRIFUGAL PUMP. P'r"essures to 40 lbs. Type JS% for
wells to 20 feet deep .. JD% for' wells 15 feet to 70 feet deep.
Capacities to 200 gallons per hour", Fitted with 1f2 H.P...
230 volt single phase motor'.
Supplied only as shown or as complete automatic pressure set
including 16 gallon tank with pl"essur"e gauge and automatic
control. Ask for par"ticulars,

HIGH PRESSURE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP: 2 inch dischar"ge, two or
three stage.. capacities to 200 gallons per minute, heads to
300 feet. Simple construction, low speed. Two Stage is suitable for belt drive or direct coupling to motor or engine.
Three Stage suitable for direct coupling only maximum. Speed,
2 ..000 R.P.M.

SINGLE STAGE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP: 2 inch dischargecapacities to 225 gallons per minute and· heads to 220 feet.
Robust.. rugged design. Suitable for belt drive or direct
coupled to motor or engin.e. Special water seal al'railgement
fitted with renewable bronze shaft sleeve. Pump may be
dismantled without disconnecting pipe line.

TRACTOR DRIVE PUMP: 2 inch discharge - driven directly from
tl"actor Power-take~off shaft. Heads to 280 feet at speeds
not exceeding 535 R.P.M. Capacities to 225 gallons per
minute. Can be supplied complete with universal drive shaft
and other fittings, or as Pump and Gear Box only.

fully descriptiVe folders on all the above Pumps will be sent
with prices, on request. Ask now.

546 Collins St., Melbourne, 51 Bathurst

St., Sydney, 102 Waymouth St., Adelaide, 532 Murray St., Perth, and at Brisbane.
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Cake shop selling staffs are almost 100% hired labour.
It could be suggested to the pastrycook (he spends all his
time in the bakehouse) that he train his staff to be "salesgirls" rather than "supplie'rs of goods requested." By
doing this he can increase his sales of the lines he wants
to sell, that is, the high profit producing lines which we
can emphasise are those containing Currants, Sultanas
and S.eeded Raisins. Below are some of the suggestions
which can be put to pastrycooks:-Decoration and display are not sufficient to attract
buyers. Customers want- service. They want to be
served quickly, efficiently and in a manner which
makes them feel you would like them to come again.
Sell with a smile.
-Most women like to form buyin_g habits. They like
to buy their requirements from the same people each
week and, given encouragement, they will certainly
do so.
-Adequate service and display must_ be accompanied
by goods of top quality at competitive prices.
-Goods must alway_s be carefully and sufficiently
wrapped. The whole sales approach must-be to give
satisfaction. That is quality goods, attractive prices;
service and that personal touch which makes the
customer feel important.

Storage of Fruit. Advise the pastrycook how and
where to store his fruit. Certainly he should not keep it
in his hot bakehouse for obvious reasons.
In a cool storeroom or outhouse with a concrete floor
with the bottom case raised up from the floor to allow
complete circulation of air around the fruit is ideal. However, if this is not possible then suggest he store it in
the coolest part of the bakehouse and away from flour
and other commodities which are susceptible to infestation. Infestation from these commodities can quickly
pass into fruit which was clean.
You are all aware of the benefits obtained from the use
of Eranol Z.3. Advise the pastrycook to obtain a supply
of it and tell him (better still, show him) how to use it.
Always leave an Eranol leaflet and place it, or have him
place it, in a position where he can easily and quickly
refer to it. It would be better for you to position it for
him. You will then know he won't destroy it.
Sales Tax. The existence of this is, and will be, the
subject of comment. Advise the pastrycook that The
A.D.F.A. has tried for some years past and is continuing to induce the Commonwealth ·Government to remove this tax. So far our efforts have been unsuccessful
but we hope this tax eventually will be removed or, at
least, reduced.

PROGRESS OF PLANNING
At the April Board meeting the General Secretary
reported that good progress had been achieved in planning visits to the manufacturing trade. Most of the
display material and literature had now been designed
and was being printed. It was now possible to advertise
for additional staff, make appointments and commence
initial training.
The first approach to the manufacturing trade would
be to pastrycooks with shops and retailers who bought-in

all their lines. Later the field would be widened to
wholesale manufacturers and bakers.
As the manufacturing field was a new one for A.D:F.A.
publicity and limited trade information was required to
discuss problems intelligently when wholesale manufacturers and bakers were approached it was planned that
representatives should visit Melbourne later in the year
to learn of the forms of approach carried out by specialist
suppliers to the trade.

ANALYSIS OF VISITS
December, 1957 and January, 1958.
Premises visited
Total
Up
MB
GS
Del.
18
181
14
2
73
53
5
123
16
364
3
91
204
61
4
155
232
60
6
1
442
981
188
16
39

State
VIC.
N.S.W.
S.A.
QLD.
Totals

S/s

G

22
29
37
40
128

66
191
69
30
356

VIC.
N.S.W.
S.A.
QLD.
Totals

20
38
17
31
106

31
134
60
33
258

6
7
45
58

25
51
52
83
211

VIC.
N.S.W.
S.A.
QLD.

19
9
5

74
42
25

90
27
32

51
27
38

Totals

33

141

149

116

10

VIC.
N.S.W.
S.A.
QLD.
Totals

38
22
17
1
78

47
126
38

12
70
7
5
94

13
63
38
3
117

20
9
3

February. 1958.
17
93
14
243
146
10
2
194
43
676
March,
6
1
3

Sales- Retailers
Down Steady
Ukn.
147
20
37
234
40
6
91
46
13
118
41
56
590
147

Total
181
364
204
232
981

11
56
34
37
138

1
41
6
13
61

79
123
81
131
414

2
23
25
13
63

93
243
146
194
676

1958.
240
106
103

38
11
23

5'
11
3

178
77
53

19
7
24

240
106
103

449

72

39

308

50

449

29
24
31

14
6

94
233
52

7
19
14

84

20

388

130
290
103
9
532

April, 1958.

211

32

130
290
103
9
532

9

40

S/s means Self-service; G means Grocers; GS means General Stores; ME means Mixed Businesses; Del. means
Delicatessens.
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SYDNEY ROYAL SHOW, 1958
Report on Publicity Exhibit
The number of grocery and health food retailers who
The Show was held from 28th March to 8th April inclusive and was attended by 1,047,011 persons, this being visited the ·exhibit was· most gratifying. N.S.W. representatives commented upon this and from their remarks
an increase of 2,600 over 1957 figures.
Our exhibit was completely reconstructed and renova- it would seem that this had not been a feature of previous
Shows. Some retailers from Victo'ria and Queensland
ted by A.D.F.A. publicity personnel from plans prepared were
visitors. However, the majority were from New
at Head Office. _Cost of the alterations was reduced to a
minimum by re-use of all materials removed from the South Wales.
Mr. J. R. Gordon, member of The A,D.F.A. Board of
original exhibit. However, the purchase of additional
Management, who was in Sydney, visited the exhibit
small quantities Of material was necessary.
The storeroom capacity of the exhibit was increased to - and appeared to approve of it generally.
at least double of that previously available and the disF'ollowing are the comparative sales figures for 1957
play area approximately half as much again. The counter- and 1958:selling potential was improVed by the replacement of the
1957
1958
centre recess with a straight section.
Sultana Nibble Bags
11,164
1,240
Raisin Nibble Bags
2,840
These alterations provided:~
8 oz. Sultanas (pkts.)
4,411
~1. Space for all stock and material requirements for
8 oz. Currants (pkts.)
718
the duration of the Show to be easily accommodated
6 oz. Sultanas (.Pkts.)
11,150
in the storeroom, thus eliminating the necessity for
6 oz. Currants (pkts.)
5,585
daily re-stocking as in the past.
6 oz. Raisins (pkts.)
'4,000
2. Ample space for staff to carry out theh• duties
12 oz. Raisins (pkts.)
3,200
"behind the scenes" in the storeroom',
2 oz. Raisinelth Spread
432
4 oz. Raisinelth Spread
1,815
2,448
3. Sufficient space for the storing of any additional
8 oz. Raisinelth Spread
814
324
stocks required in future years.
12 oz. Cello. Prunes
3,067
4. Better facilities for those conducting the selling
Raisin Loaves
6,377
from counters.
7,888
.Showbags (2/6d.) ..
3,070
5. Much easiel' access between storeroom and counter··
Showbags (2/3d.) ...
7,542
selling sections,
Showbags (2/-)
1,266
all of which were decided improvements.
-*Takings
£1,789/0/2 £1,743/10/4
The model of "Raisin Joe" was retained as the centre
*Due to the unavailablity of Prunes this year cash
piece in the display, while on each fall-away side an area
takings were aff.ected as a result. In 1957 the revenue
7 feet square carried the "For Flavourful Cooking use
from the sale of Prunes amounted to £346/10/-.
Currants, Sultanas and Raisins" theme. The whole effect
Calculation of tonnage of Drie<l Vine Fruits for each
was most attractive when grape leaf trails and bunches
of the above years will reveal that in 1958 sales of Curof artificial grapes were added.
On the centre of the counter was installed a revolving rants,- Sultanas. and Raisins were 125% greater than in
display 3 feet in diameter and ? feet high. The base of 1957.
It was to this end that this year's Show was planned.
this display was made up of 9 glass fronted boxes -each of
which was packed with a variety of each of the vine and It follows the planned policy of getting increased quantitree fruits. This display was completed with stacked Hes of Dried Vine .;Fruits into the home each year and, if
possible, to educate the housewife to cook more extensively
packets of dried vine fruits with showcal'ds on top.
This counter display was very attractive and the num- with them.
The increased fruit turnover for 1958 would indicate
bers of people who viewed it and commented upon the
quality of the fruit were numerous. It was the source that we have moved in this direction.
of continuous enquiries for supplies of aU fruits, parIn 'past years we have handled various other lines such
ticularly apricots and prunes.
as 1Raisin or fruit loaves, Raisin coconut ice, Raisin fudge
The favourable comments by workmen prior to the and others, and admittedly we still receive enquiries for
Show opening, nearby exhibitors and visitors during the them. However, there is no doubt that fruit turnover has
Show on the general improvement of the exhibit was most suffered. This is proved because in 1958 without any such
lines fruit sales have been greater than ever befo;re.
gratifying.
With the present completely new set-up no monetary
Nibble bags have decreased in popularity onlY because
expenditure should be necessary for the next 5 years at of price. When costs would permit these to b~ sold at
least. Furthermore, the time spent by representatives in 6d. each thousands more were sold at every Show, but at
preparing for the Show ·opening can -be reduced to a
7d. each the people became less interested. The odd money
minimum, resulting in lower operational costs.
has a detrimental psychological effect.

THE VICTORIA INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED
ESTABLISHED

1849

.. Service with security for over a century"
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A loosely packed 2 oz. bag retailing at 6d. would prove
much more popular.
Prunes were not available for sale this year because of
the late date of commencement of processing.
It was unfortunate that tht:;lSe were not available as
they add a little more variety to the range of goods on
offer for sale and we could do with one or two additional
lines fOr future Shows. It is suggested that the 4 oz.
cello. pack of almonds and Raisins which proved so
popular at last year's Adelaide and Me~bourne Shows be
introduced here.
Showbags showed a 50% increase in turllover- a very
healthy sign showing the growth of popularity of "Raisin
Joe" showbags. Every bag sold contained 2 packs of
Dried Vine Ft·uits and it was through this avenue that
the volume of fruit distribution was achieved.
It was most surprising to find the unpopularity of
Cunants amongst the people in New South Wales. It was
most difficult to dispose of them on the quieter days when
_people were looking into bag contents. However, on the

The

newly~designed

busy days when people bought freely all stocks of these
were clea·red. Our N.S.W. representatives and retailers
substantiated this unpopularity as being a year-round
feature.
School project sheets were again extremely popular and
11,200 were distributed.
School wall charts were well re-ceived and the 50 faken
to Sydney were all given out to teachers. In addition,
names and addresses of several other teachers, who requested a chart after supplies had been exhausted, were
brought back -to Head Office. Charts have now been
posted to these people.
Dri·ed Vine Fruits propaganda was included in all showbags and was available from the counter continuously
throughout the Show.
Cookery books were supplied on request and 2,000 were
distributed in this manner.
It is felt that the Sydney Show 1958 was a distinct
success, the greater disposal of Dried Vine Fruits more
heartening, and further headway will be sought in 1959.

Dried Fruits exhibit at the Sydney Royal Show drew large crowds daily to .see the attractive
display.

DRIED FRUITS AND FASHIONS DISPLAY
Following a request from Georges Ltd., Melb-ourrie,
arrangements were made for a joint promotion linking
Dried Fruits with Autumn 1958 fashions. The colours
promoted were "the Vine Greens" and "the Fruity
Browns"-the colours predominating in Dried Vine
Fruits.
Page Forty

The exhibit was staged from 18th February to 3rd
March, 1958, inclusive, in the front windows of Georges
and throughout the store, with the main exhibit located
in the fashion department. The story of the Dried Fruits
Industry was conveyed to the public in the following
manner:-
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The Windows.
Selected women's fashions in the chosen promotion
colours were elegantly displayed in the Collins Street
windows along with bowls of Currants, Sultanas and
Seeded Raisins. To illustrate to the public the difference
betwee». dried fruits and grapes bowls of fresh grapes
were display~d as a conb'ast. The "Vine Greens" and
"Fruity Brown" colo_urs were featured in the interior
window decor along with attractive glass three dimensional type vine leaf trails. The window display was
considered most effective and credit must go to the
display staff of Georges Limited for their ingenious and
artistic window dressing.
The Fashion Department.
The focal point of the exhibit was in the mannequin
parades which we1·e held twice daily, and again the
fashion colours were strongly featured. It was estimated
that some 1500 women attenJ,ed these parades and, as
due mention was made by the commentator to the special
promotion, it was felt all present woUld be well aware
of the nature of exhibit and the fact that it was cosponsored by The Australian Dried Fruits Association.
The presentation of the parade was excellent and held
the interest of the spectators throughout. Adjaceht to
the section set aside for the parades was the main Industry
exhibit which was designed to impart the entire history
of the Industry as well as covering all aspects of growing,
production, processing an<I packing of Dried F1·uits. The
story was told per medium of large "blow-up" photographs each one depicting a phase of the Industry and
suitably captioned to illustrate the exact process. These
"blow-ups" were most effective and it is considered that,
from an educational aspect, they were very enlightening.
The "blow-ups" were produced from prints provided by
The A.D.F.A. at a cost of £155/10/6, a charge which was
shared equally between Georges and the Association, on
the condition that the "blow-ups" became the property of
The A.D.F.A. for use in future exhibitions.
This particular exhibit featured all crown grades of
Gul'l·ants, and Sultanas along- with Raisins. Each variety
was easily identified by a suitably worded card displayed
on the fruit. Fresh Sultana and Waltham grapes were
again prominently displayed in this section so that the
public was able to handle, and even taste, the fruit.
Of special and unusual interest was the "Red Book"
which was· displ;lyed in a specially designed glass case.
This book was issued all over the world by the Chaffey
Ems. in 1887 as an inducement to settlers to establish
themselves as growers of Dried Fruits. During the ·course
of the exhibition an insurance cover of £200 ·was taken
out for this book. Supplie"s of the industry booklet,
"Dried Fruits of Australia" were made available to visitors to the Parades and a total of 750 of these were
handed out.
Advertising.
A high-class circular mailed direct to credit customers
emvhasised the Dried Fruits aspect in announcing the
fashion parade, and a half-1-'age advertisement in the
Melbourne "Herald" gave full credit to The A.D.F.A. for
its part in sponsoring the exhibit. In addition one of the
sessions of the mannequin parades was televised.
Sample Packets of Currants. Sultanas and Raisins.
To give visitors the opportunity of sampling the dried
fruits and at the same time supporting the Royal Children's Hospital, 5000 2 oz. cello. packets of Currants,
Sultanas and Raisins were .provided. Thes-e packets were
featured at the fashion centre and also in the front foyer
of the store and were disposed of by means of customer
self-service. The purchase price of each bag was 6d. in
the form of a donation towards the Hospital fund, The
following quantities were soldRaisins
1,218 bags @ 6d. each.
Currants
138 bags @ 6d. each.
Sultanas
711 bags @ 6d. each.

Total

= 2,067
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of the FAMILY
As guardian of the family's money and
as its financial guide and counsellor, the
Bank is a trusted friend.
This Bank's experience and friendly
advice are available to those who seek
them. Its many extra services can help
every member of your family.
The Bank's subsidiary, the C.B.C. Savings Bank Limited, can help the
family to save for the things it
needs. A savings account

encourages the youngsters to cultivate the
savings habit while
it makes their
money 'grow.

THE
COMMERCIAL BANKING COMPANY
OF SYDNEY LIMITED
ESTABLISHED 1834

C.B.C. SAVINGS BANK LIMITED
{Deposits guaranteed by the parent company)
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The proceeds for donation to the Children's Hospital
amounted to £42/1/3. At the conclusion of the exhibition
the number of bags unsold were donated to the Children's
Hospital for distribution to the patients.
The presentation of the cheque and the unsold bags
was made to the Matron of the Hospital on the 14th
March by the General Secretary in company with representatives of Georges Ltd. A "Sun" photographer was
in attendance and a measure of Press publicity was
obtained per medium of a photograph depicting the fruit

being distributed to sick children. This
appeared in the "Sun" of 15th March.

photograph

It was generally felt that the Exhibition,which cost the
Association approximately £350 (less the value of the
"blow-ups" for future use) was most successful and that
many people took the opportunity of not only broadening
their knowledge of the Industry, but also appreciating the
flavour and 9.uality of Dried Vine···Fruits by tasting the
samples on· display.

ADVERTISING
Women's Magazines.
The Board has approved the following schedule for
1958:"Woman's Day"
10 advertisements.
"Woman's MirroT"
10 advertisements.
11 advertisements.
"New Idea"
"Australian Home Journal"
4 advertisements.

Size of advertisements 4 in. x 2 columns monotype.
Insertion dates from ·end of May to end of November.
Overall cost, including . agency fees and production,
£1,500/5/5.
Radio.
The Board has also approved an allocation of £200 from
the budget to test listeners' responses when the new recipe
book is issued.

WATER INTO GOLD
Revision for lOth Edition.

As production of a new edition was planned by th1=1
publishers Mr. P. Malloch has suggested to the Board that
consideration might be given tb a limited revision of
the book. Since it was first written by Mrs. Ernestine
Hill there has been much development along the River
Mur:t;ay and there have been many important events ill
the Industry which should be recorded to bring the book
up to date. The book, of which 34,541 copies have been
sold, has proved to be one of the best media for publicity
that the Industry possessed, both in Australia and overseas.

The 'estimated cost of obtaining Mrs. Hill's service is
£300 (one-half of which, it was proposed, should be
borne by the Export Control Board), and the Prime Minister has been asked to write a Foreword.
The Board whole-heartedly agreed to the suggestion
and empowered Mr. Malloch to make suitable arrangements for Mrs. Hill to visit producing areas. To assist
Mrs. Hill the Chairman and Messrs. Malloch and Goodman agreed to annotate a copy of the 9th Edition with
suggested alterations to the present text.
The A.D.F .A.'s contribution will be a charge to Publicity Funds.

Holden has proved
how much it can· save you
How you save with HIGtl RESALE VALUE
Holden Utility enjoys a consistently high resale
value because of its popularity with utility operators
- so you save when the time comes to trade. in your Holden Utility.
How you save on LOW COST GMH PARTS
Low cost guaranteed Holden spare parts are
readily available, throughout Australia, saving you
money on maintenance and reducing time off the
job to a minimum.

How you save on LOW RUNNING COSTS
Holden combines petrol economy famous throughout Australia with rugged dependability and
reliability proved ideal for Australian conditions.

Holden Utility gives you more features
••• yet costs only £910 plus tax.
• The. famous 70 gross b.h.p. 6 cyl. Holden
engine gives you power to spare.
• Recirculating ball-bearing steering and a
tight 36-! ft. turning circle gives Holden ease
of handling that can save you time on every job.
• One piece curved windshield and wraparound rear vision makes deliveries and
parking in confined spaces easier.
• Ample load room- fibor 75.7 ins. long42.6 ins. wide between wheel arches .
.

HOLDENREGO,
Australia's
GMAC H;re Purchase available.

GENERAL MOTORS-HOLDEN'S LTD. Page Forty-two
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Own Utility

"Air Chief" is the GMH car radio.
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U.K. PUBLICITY
Ideal Home Exhibition.
The Duchess of Gloucester stopped to talk to some of
the fifty Australian girls and was particularly interested
in the boomerang-shaped cake made of Australian dried
fruits, which was exhibited at the Stand during the week
and at the end of each week' was distributed free· to the
crowds.
Particularly brisk sales were reported for the cakes
especially made by J. Lyons & Co., London's best-known
caterers and featuring Australian. Dried Fruits and butter. Over 1000 of these -cakes were sold at 2/6'd. each.
Four cakes (baked With Australian Currants and Sultanas) made in the shape of a boomerang ·were ordered
for the Stand, one for each week of the Exhibition. Anona

Winn, the Australian T.V. and radio star( cut the first
cake. This was done for Press purposes and slices of
the cake given to the general public. Other celebrities
including Vincent Ball, cut the other cakes. Announcements concerning the cutting of the cake were broadcast
over the loudspeaker system at Olympia and undoubtedly
drew public attention to Australia's Stand.
Bournemouth Competition.
Following a competition held in Bournemouth for the
best cake made with "Feathery Flake" self-raising flour,
an article was sent to the Grocer's Gazette in which the
Australian Dried Fruits Board received prominent credit
as givers of the prize.

Special attide
CONTROL BOARD CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS TO GROWERS
On 13th February, Mr. Eugene Gorman, Q.C., addressed Mildura growers. His comments were informative,
stimulating and thought-provoking, and gave those present the opportunity of appreciating the problems which
the Export Control Boa-rd encounters in overseas marketing.
The following is a summary of Mr. Gorman's speech, and is printed so that those growers who could not
attend the meeting may also be informed on the {)bservations which Mr. Gorman made.
Mr. Gorman said:
I am here tonight in my capacity as Chairman of
the Australian Dried Fruit Export Board to make an
accounting to you representing Dried Fruit growers.
You are, in effect_, constituents of my colleagues
and myself and -as such are entitled to full information on our activities. You are entitled also by speech
or questions to require an answer to any criticism
you feel our actions have merited.
It is alleged that Government departments sometimes neither like to tell nor be told~ but if a body is
to survive and keep the confidence of those it acts for,
it must accept criticism. When it ceases to do so it
becomes power-drunk.
Sometimes critics are very
loquacious and some arguments they make hit below
the intellect, but all honest varieties of opinion are
entitled to a hearing even though some statements
made are appropriate rather to the cartoon page than
to serious debate.
It is true that there is a large {)pporunity in Australia for a new organisation, the I.O.D. 'I ought to
have done it.' Hind-Sight is easy, but in our Industry
the problem of price fixing and realisation has to be
faced in March and April, not at the end of the season.
It allows much room for error.
A grower is primarily interested in how much comes
back to him on his block and failure to realize a good
price hits him hard.
He is concerned with opening
prices and even more, with an even flow of sales
throughout the seiling season.
Since decontrol the
Board's policy has been to open at a figure ,which will,
so far as can be foreseen, eliminate risk of subsequent
reductions.
It aims at increasing later prices.
The
policy has paid dividends to date but the system is
obviously not infallible.

Austra1ian Marketing System.
Under it the purchaser feels confident that Australian
fruit will not be sold at a lesser figure than he has
paid. With Turkish purchases this confidence is lacking, and the London market recognises and appreciates
the stability normally attaching to Australian prices.
I repeat that the system is not infallible: it is not
possible to immunize Australian prices from world
conditions governing Dried Fruits.
Huge crops in
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Mr. E.

Gorm~n,

Q.-C., Control Board
Chairman.

Turkey, Crete and the U.S. must have price repercussions.
I shall say something later on what the Board has
done, and what it hopes to do, to minimize the problem
arising from world surpluses. Every year the question
of fixing opening prices presents the Board with a
problem of great difficulty. Unfortunately high closing
prices can provide no _guarantee that opening prices
will be on the same level.
An additional difficulty arises when they have to be
lowered while substantial tonnages of old fruit sold at
higher prices remain in the hands of first hand dealers.
There -is no easy solution, but it is necessary that the
producer should be acquainted with the seriousness of
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With Sultanas the case was different. We think we
niade a good job of the year's realisations notwithstanding the very difficult financial crisis in the U.K.
We think· our opening prices were' right. Shortages of
world crops enabled us to take rises throughout the
The London Agency.
selling season and when the .Bank ·rate rose we met our
Our Industry is a marginal one where every -£ per · customers' needs by extending credit. In the result we
ton is of vital interest to the growers. All .I need say disposed _of almost the whole of our Sultanas before
31s~.
That was -satisfactory but it created a
is that your Board is very conscious of it. The final _.D.ecembe~_
new prOblem.
responsibility for decisions is on them and 'they callThe fruit ·passed fro-m us, but it has not gone along
not, and do not, seek to ever exonerate themselves by
blaming their very competent London advisers.
You the line of distribution nearly so quickly as we would
know the constitution of the London Agency- an inde- have- wished. It may prove a serious hindrance to us
We cannot divorce our sales p-roblem
pendent Chairman, Mr. Hutton; Messrs. Mills (Man- ·next season.
ager) Youdale, W. Ranger, George Ranger, and the. from financial stringency in the U.K. with consequential
lately appointed Charles Parsons.
TD.ese are experi- restricted credit and high interest.
enced men whose knowledge is of great value to the
Board and the Industry.
Problem of :High Production.
the problem and the high responsibility attaching to the
Board when making decisions, the wisdom of which can
always be challenged six. months later.

They, in their turn, hav,e a subordinate advisory
panel all closely associated with the Dried Fruit Industry' with which they consult on major matters before
sending a definite recommendation to the Australian
Board.
I assert with confidence that no Australian
primary industry is better served;- All those people
have one aim, viz., to sell Australian Dried Fruit to
the best advantage in the United Kingdom. Their wo1·k
extends ·to taking rises for our fruit throughOut the
seaspn, their timing and quantum.
Last year ouT Board in our effort to get more for
our Currants disregarded London advice as to opening
price and fiXed a higher one. ·I'm sorry to have to
admit that we made a mistake, and though our Currant
tonnage ill the U.K. was comparatively -small, its sale
hung fire throughout the sea~on. Our intentions were
good but the result was not.

If, coincidentally, producing countries bring in bump~
er, or even good, crops, then we've g-ot a job on our
hands. There are some who a1·gue that we should never
sell under cost- of production plus a profit, but let me
point out the _plight of all primary producers. Buyers
do not concern themselves with cost of production and
despite chronic post prandial speeches about "bonds of
brotherhood'' and ~'hands across the sea" they, as business men,- are keen to take advantage in a competitive
market. I_f fru'it from Turkey a·nd Crete pours into the
U.K. the result cannot be beneficial to ours and prices
must be affected.
Take the position of widely differing commodities
such as eggs and base metals. Do you hear any buyer's
voice raised to enquire as to what is the cost of production? I repeat that Dl'ied Fruit cannot be immunized
-from world conditions.

ONE MAN OR A TEAM CAN OPERATE THIS VERSATILE
SELF-CONTAINED PLANT!

Australia-'s most experienced Spray Plant manufacturers give you the
NEW TOM 400-gall. Spray Plant, which is fltted with a Myers _4620
Pump, delivering 16 g.p.m. _at up to BOO lbs. p.s.i.
Spray frorri-- your fraclor seat; or with a team 1,.1sing up to four
4-nozzle brooms. Alternatively, two 7- or 8-nozzle booms with
remote control from tractor seat, can be fltted.
Myers 4620 Pomp driven by R·T Wisconsin TFD engine,
fabricated steel chassis with adjustable axles.
0 400-gall. steel vat (400-gall. wooden vat optional e~<tra}.
8 large· aeroplane tyres,_ 14.00 x 14 x 10-ply (not illustrated).
8 Can be supplied as P.T.O.-driven plant, and with rear
mudguards, etc., if required.
8
8

platform

Write or phone_ for full details of this useful Plant.

l;t~JttJ!~ti~).';HI~ Uj

iI

, Heftd Offic:,e and Works: CRESWICI( ROAD, BALLARAT
Phone 222

Telegrams:

"Ronatip"'
N167
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In an effort to mm1m1se this danger y-our Board
recently had me go to Turkey and Greece, en route to
London and California. You know of our meetings with
Californian producers last year and that we believe
mutual benefits will result from them.
We had not
previously approached Turkey and Greece. I have to
report a most cordial reception. There is not, and can
never be, any attempt to establish a cartel of vine fruit
growers·- but steps can be taken to eliminate cut-throat
comp~tition.

My visit was a preliminary. We are now in constant correspondence with representatives of the Industry in both- ·nations, exchanging statistical information,
pa1·ticulars of crop prospects, rain damage, etc., and
trying to establish a basis for orderly marketing when
crops are big. There are many difficulties to overcome
and progress will not be dramatic, but your Board does
claim to have initiated an approach which may eventually have far-reaching and beneficial consequences.
We do not anticipate building a brave new world for
the Industry, but we hope to help it avoid the disasters arising from ridiculous underpricing when too
much fruit floods the U.K. market. At last we knoW
each other and have laid foundations for communications and dealings on a basis of mutual trust.
United Kingdom Conditions.
In the U.K. there is a campaign to reduce the cost
of living. Its object is certainly not the stabilization
at high prices of our product. Bulk buying is included
in the platform of the British Labor party. This is a
cloud which may daDken and burst in the not distant
future,
We are assured that no harm will come to
Commonwealth foodstuffs through Britain joining with
Continental llations for mutual trade benefits. Let us
hope so, but certainly the arrangement will not bring
us gains and we may have to fight hard to retain the
benefits arising from our present U.K. preference.

ments by overseas visitors desirous of saying the right
thing in their host country may tend to create that
impression but believe me such is not the case. Bear
in mind that notwithstanding certain prejudices due to
"switch" selling Turkey put 24,700 tons into the U.K.
during the- last season.
There is fortunately a growing number of U.K.
customers who wish to deal with us and who appreciate
-ouy fruit. There are others who have built up their
business on the use of Californian fruit. There are
others who have commercial ties with Turkey and like
to make big purchases direct.
As regards packing you know that efforts are being
made by the carton makers to supplant wooden boxes
as containers for our fruit.
Experiments are being
carried out to test their claims both as to suitability
and cost. Many English buyers prefer cartons, A few
do I;J-Ot.
The Californians and the Turks use them
exclusively. With us the question is still undecided.
Californian Visit.

•In

California I was received with the greatest
courtesy. The substance of our discussions -with Messrs.
Setrakian, Hi;nes and Rice in London has already been
well publicised and there is no need for me to elaborate.
There is . the utmost goodwill between representatives
of the Californian industry and our own. I trust it
will endure when the testing time comes.
Canada.
As regards Canadian prices, these came under criticism from certain people during the last selling season.

It is not pessimism which causes me t-o lay these
problems before you but merely a wish that you may
understand how materially we are, or may be, affected
by influences overseas which are almost entirely beyond our control.
Your Board is doing what little it ean to persuade
Turkey that "switch" agreements which include Dried
Fruit are not -ultimately of any benefit to that nation or
its Dried Fruit Industry, but that nation is desperately
short of foreign credits and ~'needs must when the
devil drives."
A short U.S. crop prevented any competition of
Californian fruit against ours in the U.K. last season,
so that the testing time for our p·resent amicable relationship has not yet come. You will bear in mind
that any sales made in the U.K. this .season of Californian fruit were from stocks carried over from last
year's releases. We must face the fact that the U.S.
like ourselves has a traditional market in the U.K.,
tha~~tain manufacturers prefer its fruit.
Price Problem.
There is another phase of selling our fruits which
I should mention. A strong body of U.K. opinion holds
that there is an "economic maximum" for the price of
Dried Fruit and though there will always be argument
as to what price constitutes that maximum, there is
basis for the argument that when the price level goes
too high customers of all types turn to a substitute.
A survey is being made, in the cost of which the U.S.
will probably share, to find out more about U.K. users
of fruit and an alleged drop in consumption there
· having regard to increased population. Do not entertain the idea that the quality of our fruit is so outstanding that buyers must have it. Occasional state-
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DURA
WAll
BUILDING SHEET

ASBESTOS-CEMENT

A vertical grooved sheet giving attractive light
and shade effects. Secret and weatherproof
patented method of jointing eliminates coverstraps . . . cannot rot.

For full information and the name of your
nearest distributor write to-

limited
228 Hanna Street, South Melbourne, Vic.
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_All I need say is that California regards Canada as
p:irt of its domestic market, that our prices the~·e must
be strictly competitive, and that what we sell to
Canada lifts a burden which the U.K. market could
not possibly carry.
Responsibilities of the Board.
Finally, may I say that your Board is very sensible
of its obligations to the producer and the Industry, but
it cannot seek an easy popularity.
Its duty is to

acquaint itself thoroughly with conditions throughout the world, make its decisions in the light of what
it knows, and lead the Industry, even though it be conscious that so_me of those decisions will evoke strong
criticism in Australia. It will always seek to explain
the reasons for its actions, but cannot be expected to
chase every hare that even two or three individuals may
start.
It must expect criticism and weigh it and if it finds
justification for what is alleged it must not repeat the
error.

!lfie Statuta~ff 9Jaa~d~
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Meetings were held in January, February and Mar~h.
Mr. A. Hooper :yas welcomed as a new member. Xhe
sale of 1957 Currants in the U.K. was discussed.
'Registrations of packing houses and dealers were dealt
with. Mr. W. H. Taylor was appointed to the Commonwealth Grade Fixing Committee,
Opening quotas
for 1958 were set. Dried Fruits inspectors were appointed.
In addition each meeting _dealt with a fair
volume of correspondence.

VICTORIA
An April meeting in Mildura recognised the increasing difficulty at packing houses in separating seeds of
California Puncture weed and the HThree Cornered
Jack." The Board is arranging a conference of various
Government Departments and interested organisations
in an endeavour to formulate a plan to control these
weeds.
The Board instructed the Chairman (Mr. J. Olsson)
to have placed befoi-e the Consultative· Committee of
State Boards a proposal to co-operate in an early effort
to again endeavour to obtain the abolition of sales tax
on Raisin Bread and Plum Puddings.

Sta~ement

of Income and Expenditure for the Year Ended 31st December, 1957.

Expenditure.
Administration-Chairman
£1,256 7 6
Board Fees
600 0 0
Staff Salaries 4,244 8 6
-----£6,100
Travelling expenses
.......
414
Illegal trafficking-Policing of
1,238
Rent and cleaning
561
Inspection and grading costs
1,836
Postage and telephones
188
Stationery and printing .... .... .... ...,. ....
315
Department of Agriculture-Accounting
150
General advertising .... .... .... .... ... ....
99
Audit (general) .................. ..
10
Examination of Packers' Annual ReturnsPool Accounts .... .... .... ... .
105
Insurance .......................... .
27
Office and incidental expenses .
176
Staff Superannuation Fund ....
222
Election costs
32
Pay Roll Tax .. .. .... ...
2~
Balance .............. ..

Income.
Contributions from growers
Interest on investments

£15,170 13
133 15

0
0

8

0

16 0
4 10
17 1
0 0
11 1
3 4
4 10
0 0
9 3
10 0
0 0
9 2
2 3
10 7
6 11
8

8

11,499 14
.... 3,804 14

0
0

8

0

£15,304
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Complaints from packing houses regarding the topping of poor grade and wet fruit in sweat boxes with
good quality fruit has resulted in the Board's decision
to consult with the Crown Law Authorities with a view
to introducing a penal regulation to eliminate this
practice. It is considered that 14 camouflaging" inferior
fruit with good fruit is detrimental to the interests of
the Industry.
Levy for 1958 was fixed at 6/- per ton, being two
pence per ton more than that required for 1957.
An inspection of packing houses throughout the Sunraysia, Robinvale and Mid-MuTray areas disclosed that
generally. standards of cleanliness and hygiene have
shown improvement and that supplies of sweat boxes
and mechanical equipment have been in accordance with
the policy of the Board.
The 1957 Annual Report reviews production and marketing for the year. Personnel of the Board was the
Chairman, Mr. Parker J. Moloney (now retired), who was
also Chairman -of the Interstate Dried Fruits Consultative
Committee; Deputy Chairman, Mr. F. M. Read, M.Agr.Sc.,
Deputy DirectOr of Agriculture for Victoria; Growers'
Representatives-:--Messrs. H. v: Davey, J. S. Allison
and J. S. CUtler, D. W. Cockroft, D. E. Barry Wood.
Accounts for the year are given below:-

£15,304
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Balance Sheet as at 31st December, 1957.
Liabilities.
Sundry Creditors .
Accumulated Fund

£231 14
£16,481 6

~0

£16,713

8

0

8

Assets.
Sundry Debtors .... ... .
Cash at Treasury ... .
Inscribed Stock .... ... .. ..
Furniture and Equipment (at cost)

£254
11,813
4,280
364
£16,713

17 3
12 6
0 0
10 11
0

8
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REFUND OF PETROL TAX
Full support having been assured from the
Victorian Wheat and Wool Grower.s' Association,
Northern Victoria Fruitgrowers' Association,
National Farmers' Union of Australia, and
Australian Citrus Growers' Federation,
the following . request has been sent to the Federal
Treasurer.
"At the Federal Council of this Association held towards the end of last year when delegates represented
all Dried Fruits growers in the producing States of
Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia and Weste·rn Australia, attention was drawn to the fact that
while the Commonwealth Government had approved a
refund of tax on diesel fuel when used for primary production a similar refund of the petrol tax had been
overlooked.
"The following resolution was passed:'That an endeavour he made to obtain a refund of
petrol tax for primary producers' production and
operation.'
11
In submitting for your sympathetic consideration my
Federal Council's request I would emphasise that the
refund of petrol tax would considerably help in grow-

ers' costs of production, particularly in respect to the·
running of tractors which have become an almost essential machine for all-the-year round use on most properties.
·
"The Commonwealth Statistician reports that at
31/3/1954 out of 170;237 tractors used on rural holdings 24,383 were petrol-driven. It is known tha_t at the
present time over 41,000 petrol-driven tractors have
been sold for rural use by one manufacturer. On numbers alone there is good reason why the owners of
petrol-driven tractors should receive the same concession as owners of diesel-driven tractors.
"It is envisaged that the conditions of allowing refunds of petrol tax and the method of applying for such
refunds would be similar to those now in operation for
diesel-driven tractors. No undue additional administrative cost::; by your Government would be involved.
~'I trust that this application will receive your moSt
. sympathetic consideration so that owners of petroldriven tractors are favoured in the same way as owners
of diesel-driven tractors."
The above organisations have been asked to send
suitably worded submissions also to the Federal Treasurer.

SALES TAX
Yet another submis::;i.on has been forwarded to the
Federal Treasurer in the fol~owing letter.
"Your sympathetic consideration is again sought to
this Association's request that existing sales tax be
removed from
Raisin Bread,
Plum Puddings.

"It is submitted that these lines should be exempt
from tax for the following cogent ;reasons:1. Plain Bread and Dried Fruits' as separate foods
are free of tax, yet when combined in the form
of Raisin Bread the entire cost becomes taxable.
This is considered to be anomalous.
2. Some 96 per cent. of the ingredients in Plum
PUddings are tax-free when sold separately. When
combined as a Plum Pudding the entire cost becomes taxable.
This also, is considered to be
anomalous.
3. Both Raisin Bread and Plum Puddings are highly
nutritious foods and should be pa'rt of the regular
diet of consumers. It is felt that they should be
similarly regarded as essential to the diet of the
community as are other food lines, (e.g., Bread,
Meat Pies), which are now tax-free.
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"It has been found by consumer. survey that housewives would accept Raisin Bread and Plum Puddings
as items of regular diet if prices were comparable with
non-taxable lines.
At present the imposing of sales
tax which is calculated on the retail prices carries these
lines above the average buying level of the consumer.
"The result is that two highly nutritious foods which
should be available on domestic meal tabJes the year
round are, by reason of their prices, mistakenly re~
garded as luxuries to be bought and eaten on festive
occasions.
"This Association considers that this attitude is quite
wrong. While it has planned through appropriate publicity (the funds for which have been entirely contributed by Dried Fruits growers), to educate the consumer to the fact that Raisin Bread and Plum Puddings
are items of nutrition which should be included in their
diet, it cannot overcome the consumer's conviction that
his essential foods should not be taxed.
"It will, therefore, be appreciated that the task of
interesting the consumer in including Raisin Bread and
Plum Puddings as items of regular diet can be stultified
or even negatived, while a tax, which the--eonsumer i~
aware of being anomalous, continues to be imposed.
"It is appreciated that sales tax on Plum Puddings
at leas~, could be avoided by home-:-baking, and thi~
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would be agreed with if it were not for the greatly
changed living habits of the community since the War.
'~Today a large section of married women are employed. Whereas previously they devoted the whole of
their time to the home they now have to share it between work and domestic duties. The result is that a
habit of living has grown which confines the care of
families to the performance of essentials in the minimum of time.
"The preparation of meals in the home has shown a
strong and definite trend towards 'ready-to-serve' foods,
and it is apparent that this trend has now become an
accepted form of living. The popularity of buffet meals
for almost every· occasion, the light snaok meal in
place of the old accepted formal meal, the desire by all
classes for quick, easily prepared, meals so that one's
greater attention can be given to a diversity of interests is the accepted mode of eating fOr a very large,
and expanding, section of the .population.
"A survey of the tremendously wide range of 'readyto-serve' lines which are obtainable at all Australian
food stores emphasises how completely the practice of
easily prepared meals has entered into our domestic
life.
"To meet these changed conditions the need for obtaining nutritious foods is not only apparent but compelling, and again it is emphasised that lines such as
Raisin Bread and Plum Puddings should be included in
the community's diet.
"A further aspect which is commended to you for
the most careful consideration is the need to assist the
Australian Dried F'ruits Industry in selling more of its
production on the home market.
"You will be aware that the Dried F'ruits Industry
can absorb in this country only approximately 20 per
cent. of its annual production.. The balance must be
exported where it is -subject to world competition in
respect to supply and price. It is imperative that by
every effort possible a larger proportion of Dried Vine
Fruits be consumed in this country.
uwhile the Dried Fruits grower has recognised this
necessity by publicising at very high cost the nutritious
and dietetic values of Dried Fruits his efforts would
certainly be greatly assisted if the request now submitted to you is granted.
"In summary form you are earnestly requested to
exempt Raisin Bread and Plum Puddings from sales
tax on the following grounds:!. As items of food which should be regularly consumed as part of a balanced health diet the lines
sho:uld not be taxable.
2. In any case the existing tax on these lines is
anomalous.
3. Ready-to-serve lines are now part of our modern
eating habits. It is, therefore, essential that lines
such as Raisin Bread and Plum Puddings, with
their high nutrition content, form part of the daily
diet. There is a resistance by the consumer to
buying food lines, no matter how essential to diet
they are, which are taxable.
4. On the grounds of national economics every encouragement needs to be given to the Dried Fruits
Industry to sell a larger proportion of its annual
pro~uction to Australian consumers.
"It is sincerely hoped that the case put forward will
receive your close, personal consideration and Very
syffipathetic understanding."
Copies of the submission have been sent to the State
Dried Fruits BOards (through the Consultative Committee, so that uniform ~ction can be taken by the
Boards), and, with a request fo1' their support, to the
Minister for Primary Industry, to Ron. A. R. Downer,
M.P., and various Senators and Members of the House
of Representatives.
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INSURANCE ADVICE
~
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SERVICE
ON THE FOLLOWING CLASSES
OF BUSINESS

~

PERSONAL ACCIDENT
HOUSEHOLDERS
+l
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
BAGGAGE
~ PLATE GLASS
ALL RISKS
BURGLARY
+l
·TOURISTS & TRAVELLERS
PUBLIC RISK
MOTOR VEHICLE
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COMPANY LIMITED

& CO., AGENTS

34 Queen Street, Melbourne

~

Mil dura Agents:
MILDURA CO-OPERATIVE FRUIT CO. LTD.

~
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Law Union & Rock Insurance •~

~
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CONSULT THE

~ GIBBS, BRIGHT
~

~
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FIRE

~
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MB 2418

Nyah Agents:
RIVERSIDE PACKERS PTY. LTD.
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C. W. MACLEOD &SON
(Aust.) Pty. Ltd.
Hessian
Caustic Potash
Castor Meal
Jutex 72" & 40"

All Fibrous Plaster Requirements

420a-422 Flinders Lane,
Melbourne
Telegrams: uMakeloud." Phones: MB 3905, MB 4474
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WRAPPING

PAPER

MERCHANT

PAPERMAKERS
Offices in

Melbourne,

LIMITED

Sydney,

fhisbane, Adclui<le
Mill at Burnie, Tasmania,
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-at your service

Every gardener in Australia has the power
of 400 thousand million horses at his command. That's the estimated energy output
per second of the sun.
For millions of years the sun has been
rising and setting so reliably that we take
it for granted. But if it were snuffed out
tomorrow, the world would run down like
an unwound clock.
Unfortunately, the sun distributes its

wealth impartially, bestowing benefits on
garden pests as well as plants. But, SHELL
scientists have developed insecticides to
take the sting out of destructive "Crawlies."
Aldrin, dieldrin and endrin for the control of a wide range of agricultural and horticultural insect pests, SHELL A.A. Weedseed Killer . . . all are saving Australia's
private and commercial gardeners millions
of pounds a year.
· SHELL serves Australia ...
YOU CAN BE SURE OF

.t 422/C
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GROWERS!
File Your Copy of the "News"
Throughout the year much valuable information on horticultural practices is given in the
"News".
File your issues so that you can refer back to them as authoritative guides on cultural practices.
Adopt some simple means of storing the issues-on a special shelfi in a box; by having them
bound; or even by cutting out important articles and pasting them in a reference book.
"News" articles provide the latest authoritative information available-

SO KEEP THEM FOR THE DAY WHEN QUICK REFERENCE SAVES TIME AND TROUBLE
[1!!1I1lJTliillllillU
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THE MILDURI CO-OPERATIVE FRUIT CO. LTD.
MIL DURA
PAID-UP FUNDS, £544,000

NOMINAL CAPITAL £1,000,000
if

Packers of all Classes o'f Dried and Fresh Fouits and Citrus
Manufacturers of Marmalade, Cordials, Fruit Juices, Tomato and Worcester Sauces

"PADLOCI{" BRAND
Packing Houses: Mildura, lrymple, Merbein, Curlwaa, Coomealla (N.S.W.)
Factory: Mildura
All Classes of Insurance Risks Undertaken. Life Assurances Effected.
Growers' Requisites Stocked at all Branches.
_ i- - - -
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No. 6 of a series of advertisements in the preparation of which
leading omitho!ogists kindfy assisted.

THE NANKEEN KESTREL
(Falco cenchrnides Vigors ond Horsfield)

Feathered friends of the fanner
are the Nankeen Kestrels found
throughout Australia and Tasmania.
Also called Windhovers,
Mosquito-hawks and Sparrow Hawks,
the Nankeen Kestrels are
usually seen, singly or in pairs, in
open and lightly-timbered country,
Nankeen Kestrels do valuable
service helping to keep in check
many pests in cultivated areas.
They are generally to be seen
skimming about or hovering over
paddocks, crops and grass-lands,
every now and again darting down
to capture their prey. They have a
peculiar--chattering call which is often
uttered in an appar~ntly excited manner.
Food, some of which is
also illustrated, incluQes grassh,c{ppers
crickets and other insectS, small
reptiles and rodents.
I

I

No less
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POWER KEROSINE , llfESOLEUM*
MOTOR SPIRIT
and ENERGOL llliiiUCANTS
>~< As recomnwmlcd in /II(' ffigh-Snecd C,-,!IIJ'!'l'-1".,-ioll
{gltilirm Hartdbonk m•uilable on l'equesl ji'fll!l all BP
Austrafiu Umiled brull<'h offi::.('s.

BP AUSTRALIA 1;-JMITED,

formerly THE COMMONWEALTH OIL REFINERIES LIMITED
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